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Abstract
The combinatorial game Tron is a two player game played on a graph, in which
players move to adjacent vertices, but cannot move to any vertex which is currently
occupied or which has been occupied by either player earlier in the course of the
game. It was introduced by Hans Bodlaender, inspired by the Disney movie of the
same name. Bodlaender and, later, Tillmann Miltzow considered the complexity of
the question of whether a player has a winning strategy in the game. Miltzow also
considered an extremal question regarding the ratio of the vertices taken by the second
player over those taken by the first. Others have explored using Monte Carlo Tree
Search methods to find a winning strategy.
We have studied variations of Tron that do not appear to have been previously
considered. In particular, we have investigated which player has the advantage in two
versions of the game in which players may move more than one vertex at a time in a
single direction (so long as they do not move through any previously captured vertices
in the process), with the object being to capture as many vertices as possible, on grids
of varying sizes. For the variation we call Tron^, in which a player may move as far
as he or she wants in a single direction on each turn, we have complete or nearly
complete results for grids with one dimension less than or equal to 3 and partial
results for some larger boards. For the variation we call Tronmax, in which a player
must move as far as possible in a single direction on each turn, we have complete
results for grids of most sizes and partial results for nearly all of the remaining grids.
In most cases, in both of these versions of Tron, it seems that if both players make
the best moves they can, it will be the player who moves second who wins.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The combinatorial game Tron was introduced by Hans Bodlaender in 1993 [2], pro
posed by Marinus Veldhorst and inspired by a videogame based on Disney’s 1982
movie Tron. He defined a two player game played on a directed graph with the
following rules:
• Starting vertices may either be specified in advance or chosen by the players.
• Players take turns and on his or her turn a player must move to a vertex such
that there is an edge which is directed from his or her current vertex to that
new vertex.
• A player may not move to any vertex which is either currently occupied or has
been occupied by either player earlier in the course of the game.
• The game ends when one player has no legal move on his or her turn, with the
opposing player declared the winner (i.e., the last player to move, wins).
Since the introduction of Tron, a number of articles have been written about
the game as defined by Bodlaender and related variations. Several of these articles,
including the original Bodlaender article, deal with the complexity of the question of
whether one player has a winning strategy. Others are about using Monte-Carlo Tree
Search methods to find such a strategy.
We have investigated which player has an advantage over the other in versions of
the game which do not appear to have been previously considered. More specifically,
we have studied two variations of the game, which we call Tronoo and Tronmax. Each
is played on an undirected grid and involves the players being able to move more than
one vertex (or square) at a time. This thesis will present the results of our analysis
of which player, if either, has a winning strategy in these two variations for grids of
various sizes.
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Chapter 2
Background Inform ation
2.1

T he F ilm and th e V id eo G am e

The 1982 Disney movie Tron was about a computer programmer named Flynn who
gets digitized into the world inside a computer and must interact with the personified
programs therein to survive and escape. Some of the programs are controlled by the
MCP (Master Control Program) and oppose Flynn, while others fight the MCP’s
domination of the system and are allies to Flynn. Tron, a program created by a
friend of Flynn’s in the outside world, is one of the programs fighting the MCP and
who aids Flynn in his journey.
One of the more memorable scenes of the film involves a competition between
programs riding “lightcycles” - basically motorcycles which leave standing trails of
light behind them - on a grid, where crashing into a player’s trail (including one’s
own) or a wall meant destruction and the object was survival. This became the
basis of one of several mini-games that make up the Tron video game produced by
Bally Midway and also released in 1982. (A Flash version of this game can be found
on the web at http://disney.go.com/disneyxd/games/classic-tron-2003865.)
That game, in turn, inspired Hans Bodlaender to consider a generalization of this
game (suggested by Marinus Veldhorst) in a 1993 article.

2.2

B od laen d er and V eld h o rst’s G en eralization

Bodlaender’s 1993 article concerns the complexity of a number of games which can
be played on a directed graph. While some of these were games which had previously
been studied, a number of them, including Tron, were first introduced in this article.
For each of these games, Bodlaender [2] addressed the complexity of the question
“does player 1 have a winning strategy in this game?” (where “player 1” is the player
who moves first). For Tron, Bodlaender found that the game played on a directed
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graph, with or without specified starting vertices, is PSPACE-complete.
Bodlaender also wrote a second article on Tron, this time with Terrence Kloks [3].
In this article, they give algorithms for finding whether there is a winning strategy
for player 1 on trees, both with and without specified starting vertices. They also
explore the complexity of the question of whether there is a winning strategy for
player 1 on general connected, undirected graphs, finding that the question is both
NP-hard and co-NP-hard. They conjecture, but do not prove, that the question for
undirected graphs in general is PSPACE-complete.

2.3

M iltzo w ’s V ersion

Bodlaender and Veldhorst’s version of Tron seems to have dropped off the mathe
matical radar for a long time before finally reappearing in a 2011 paper by Tillmann
Miltzow [1]. Miltzow proved Bodlaender and Kloks’ conjecture that finding a winning
strategy for the first player in Tron on an undirected graph, with or without specified
starting positions, is PSPACE-complete. In the process, he changed the game slightly
from the version put forth by Bodlaender and introduced some conventions that we
will adopt.
First, Miltzow chose to call the first player Alice, and the second Bob, and we
will henceforth follow this naming. Secondly, and more significantly, he changed how
the game ends and how winning is measured. As noted above, in Tron as originally
defined by Bodlaender, the game ended when one player had no legal moves on his or
her turn, with the other player declared the winner. Thus, since each player moves
one vertex per turn, when Alice won in the original version of Tron, she would have
captured one more vertex than Bob, but when Bob won, he and Alice would have
taken the same number of vertices. In Miltzow’s version, the game doesn’t end until
neither player has any legal moves left - a player who is stuck forfeits his or her
remaining turns, while the other player is allowed to continue moving as long as he or
she is able. The winner in this new version is the player who captures more vertices
and if both players take the same number of vertices, the result is a draw. Any win
for Alice in the original version would still be a win in Miltzow’s variation (thus, there
should be no change to the answer of the question of whether Alice has a winning
strategy on a given board), but some results that were previously considered wins for
Bob would now be ties.
In addition to the complexity question, Miltzow also investigated an extremal
question. He questioned whether (in the version of the game where players are allowed
to choose their own starting vertex) there is any finite limit to ^ where
is the
number of vertices taken by Bob and
is the number of vertices taken by Alice.
He was able to show that one can construct a graph where this ratio was as large as
desired not only for graphs in general, but also for planar graphs and ^-connected
graphs specifically. We will not reproduce the proofs here, but the idea, in general,
is to construct a family of graphs where there is no limit on the number of vertices,
3

7i, and where Bob, no matter how large the graph is, can take all but c vertices, with
c a constant specific to the family.
For instance, in the graphs in Figure 2.1, wherever Alice starts, Bob can wait
around in some combination of the “overhead graph” and “bottleneck vertices” long
enough that Alice is forced to move onto the “big circle” and commit to a direction,
after which Bob can get ahead of her and block her path. For each graph in Figure 2.1,
the “big circle” can be made as large as desired without affecting the number of
vertices Alice can take before Bob blocks her. Thus # B can be made as large as
desired while #A remains constant and, therefore, there is no limit to

overhead graph

bottleneck vertices

big ci

Figure 2.1: Miltzow’s “ordinary visage” (left) and a “visage” Miltzow credits to Torsten Ueckerdt
(right) from [1].

2.4

Tron and th e C om p u ter S cien tists

While Bodlaender’s version of Tron seems to have gone without much attention in
the years between his two articles and Miltzow’s, another version of the game was
receiving some attention in computer science circles. In 1998, a group at Brandeis
University created a Java Tron applet for a human to play against a computer player
and wrote a series of articles [4-8] about how the computer players learned from
their games against human opponents. Their variation of the game was much closer
to the original film and video game versions than to Bodlaender and Veldhorst’s
generalization, being played in real time, with both players constantly moving (their
light cycles going at the same speed). However, an interesting feature of their Java
version of the game was that it was played on a torus - while the board was a square,
rather than having “walls” at the edges, players would wrap around from top to
bottom or from left to right (and vice versa). A link to the Java applet (which may
no longer be functioning), along with information about the project, can be found at
h t t p ://dem o. c s .b ra n d e is. e d u /tro n /.
4

Another, more recent game featuring lightcycles on a grid embedded in a surface
(with no connection that we know of to the Brandeis game) can be found at h t t p :
//c y c le b lo b . com/. As the name may suggest, the possible surfaces in Cycle Blob
are not limited to (although they do include) the torus.

2.5

U n itin g th e C om p u ter S cien tists w ith B od laender — M on te Carlo Tree Search M eth o d s

The two perspectives on the game have been brought together somewhat in the last
few years as there have been a flurry of articles (see, e.g., [9-12]) concerning the use
of Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) methods to find winning strategies in Tron.
The impetus behind these papers seems generally to be improving the play of com
puter players, but the version of Tron considered in these articles is very similar to
Bodlaender’s.
Typically, these articles describe the game as being played on an m x n grid,
possibly with some internal structure - walls that the players can’t pass through. On
each turn, the two players move simultaneously, each moving to a square adjacent to
the one they currently occupy, crashing if they happen to move to the same square.
(While players can see the edges of the board, the trails left by previous moves and
any walls that the board may have, they will not, in general, know ahead of time
where the other player is going to move.) The game ends when at least one player
crashes (into the other player, a wall, the edge of the board, or either player’s trail);
the other player, if he or she doesn’t crash simultaneously, is declared the winner. If
they do both crash at once, it’s a tie.
While this may sound quite different from Bodlaender’s definition of Tron, the only
difference which is not superficial is that both players must move at the same time.
If players are looking for a winning strategy, they will not crash into the edge of the
board or a wall (or, for that matter, a player’s trail) unless they have no alternative.
Thus a player crashes into a wall or the edge of the board (or a player’s trail) only if
they have no other legal move in the Bodlaender sense. For the ending condition for
the game, obviously we must now allow for the possibility of both players moving to
the same square at once and crashing, resulting in a tie. But since any other type of
crash occurs only when a player has no legal move, we can say that the game ends
when either both players move to the same square or one player has no legal move. In
the latter case, the other player wins if he or she does have a legal move, otherwise,
the game is, again, a tie.
Once crashing into the edge of the board or a wall is no longer part of the game,
the edges of the board become irrelevant and interior walls only matter in the sense
that they indicate a lack of an adjacency relationship that would otherwise exist.
Furthermore, since players only move one square at a time, the sense of direction
imparted by the grid’s embedding in the plane is also irrelevant - all that we need
5

to know about the board is which square is adjacent to which. This means that the
game could be played just as well on a graph with a vertex to represent each square of
the board and edges between adjacent squares (unless there is a wall between them).
Thus, what we end up with is a variation of the Bodlaender version of Tron played
on an undirected graph with simultaneous moves.
The simultaneous play certainly does affect the strategy of the game, as noted
in [11]. But as is also noted in that article, some of the earlier articles (specifically
[9,10]) actually apply MCTS to the turn based game (and then, in the case of [10],
try to adjust it to deal with the differences in strategy for the simultaneous move
game). If the game is treated strictly as turn based, then it is precisely the same as
Bodlaender’s Tron on an undirected graph.

6

Chapter 3
Our Variations of Tron
Our interest in Tron is somewhat different from that in most of the articles referenced
above. As noted earlier, we are interested in exploring which player has the advantage
in variations of Tron which involve the players moving more than one vertex (or
square) at a time as played on a grid.

3.1

T h e B oard

Rather than playing on a grid graph, we consider the equivalent problem of playing
on a board of m rows by n columns. We label the rows of the board 1 to m from the
top to the bottom and the columns 1 to n left to right. We denote the square in the
j th row and kth column as square (j,k). The following definitions will be useful in
our discussions:
Definition 1. The middle-most row(s) of an m x n grid are
• row 2Iy-i when m is odd or
• rows y and y + 1 when m is even.
Similarly, the middle-most column(s) of an m x n grid are
• column

when n is odd or

• column | and f + 1 when n is even.
Definition 2. A central square of an m x n grid is a square which is in both a
middle-most row and a middle-most column. (So there is one central square in an
m x n grid with m and n both odd, there are two in a grid with one of m and n odd
and the other even, and four in a grid with both m and n even.)

7

The choice of playing of a grid as the playing surface is partly inspired by the
original context from the movie. More importantly, however, the grid provides a
sense of direction. For instance, we can talk about one square being three squares to
the right of another or we can talk about a square being on the edge of the grid if
there are no squares beyond that one in some direction. This sense of direction allows
us to consider versions of the game in which a player is able to move more than one
square at a time in a single direction on each turn.

3.2

T h e G am es

Definition 3. We define three new variations of Tron, all of which allow the players
to move more than one square at a time, so long as they move only in a single direction
(left, right, up, or down):
Tron/; - Each player may choose to move up to k squares in a single direction on each
turn.
Tronoo - Each player may move as many squares in a single direction as he or she
desires on each turn.
Tronmax - Each player must move as far as possible in his or her chosen direction on
each turn.
In each variation, we maintain the rule that no player can take a square which has
already been captured by either player, but we define the squares taken by a player
to be not just those he or she “lands on” at the end of a move, but also those the
player passes through when moving more than one square. Therefore, no move can
“cross the trail” of either player (even if the square the player would theoretically
be moving to is unclaimed), since to do so would require taking a square which has
already been captured. Thus, when we say that a player may move “up to k squares”
or “as far as he or she desires,” those are the absolute limits on how far he or she can
move on any turn, but, during a particular game, the maximum number of squares
that a player can move on any given turn may be further limited by the structure of
the board - the trails left by prior moves and the edges of the grid. Note also that
for an m x n grid, the maximum possible number of squares a player could move on
a given turn must be less than or equal to max{m —1, n — 1} (so Tron*. is the same
as Tronoo when k > maxjm —1, n — 1}).
The definitions above for Tron*; and Tronoo address only the maximum number
of squares that a player may move, but it is important also to consider the minimum
number of squares a player may move. That is, do we wish to allow a player to
choose not move at all if any move he or she could make would be disadvantageous?
Since allowing players not to move could easily result in standoffs, with each player
refusing to move unless the other moves first, we have decided that in our variations
8

a player must move at least one square if he or she is able. (It might, however, be
an interesting direction for future work to consider whether there are boards which
provide such a large advantage to one player over the other that they can win even
when the other player refuses to move (so long as the players are required to choose
their starting square).)
In all variations, we follow Miltzow (rather than Bodlaender) in defining the winner
as the player who captures more squares, with a tie if both players capture the same
number of squares. We also adopt his convention of calling the player who moves
first, Alice, and the player who goes second, Bob; and his definition that for a player
to play rationally means for that player at each turn to make the moves which will
result in the best final outcome for him or her.
However, we do define the “best final outcome” slightly differently. Unlike Milt
zow, we are not interested in the margin of victory of one player over the other - to us,
every win is equal, whatever the difference in scores. Thus, for us, to play rationally
does not mean to maximize the ratio of one’s score over one’s opponent’s as it does
for Miltzow. It simply means, at each turn, to play a move that ensures one will
ultimately win (regardless of the opponent’s later moves), if such a move exists. If no
such move is available, then to play rationally would mean to make a move which will
force a tie. If it is also impossible to guarantee a tie, that would mean that however
one plays, the opponent would always be able to win. In that case, it doesn’t really
matter how one plays, hence any move would be considered rational. What we are
interested in finding out is whether, if both players play rationally on a given board,
the result is a win for Alice, a win for Bob, or a tie.

3.3

E xam ples

To give readers a look at how Tronoo and Tronmax, the variations of Tron that are
the main focus of this paper, work and also to familiarize readers with the types of
diagrams that we will use, we now present two example games, one for each variation.
Both games will be played on a 3 x 5 grid and each will begin in the same way: Alice,
whose captured squares we will mark with light colored “stones” will begin in the
central square, (2,3), while Bob, whose captured squares we mark with dark colored
“stones” will start in square (3,5), the bottom right corner. This starting position is
pictured in Figure 3.1.

1
©
Figure 3.1: The starting position for our example games. Alice starts in square (2,3), Bob starts in
square (3,5).

We will further assume that Alice’s second move (note that we will use the nouns
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“move” and “turn” interchangably) is all the way right to square (2,5), which is
a legal option in both Tron,*, and Tronmax. The position after this move is shown
in Figure 3.2. Notice that we mark the squares on which players end their turns
with stones marked with the turn number, while squares captured as players “pass
through” are marked with unnumbered stones.

2

1

o
Figure 3.2: The position in our example games after Alice has moved right two squares on her second
turn.

We won’t worry, for now, whether Alice and Bob are playing rationally by making
these particular choices. We will instead focus on how the game might continue in
each of Tronoo and Tronmax.
T ro n o o

In Tronoo, Bob has four possible second moves from the position in Figure 3.2. He
can go left one, two, three, or four squares. For our example, Bob will choose to go
left three squares to (3,2) to reach the position in Figure 3.3.

1

n

2

at o
Figure 3.3: The position in our Tronoo example game after Bob goes left three squares on his second
turn.

Why would he choose to do that? Consider the position after Alice moves up
one square on her third turn (this is forced - she has no alternative moves) and Bob
moves up two squares on his, as pictured in Figure 3.4. Here, Bob has cut Alice off
from the squares in the first column.

Figure 3.4: After the third move in our Tronoo example game, Alice is cut off from the squares in
column 1.

Alice now has two choices - she can move left one square or two, but whatever
she does, she can’t stop Bob from taking all of the squares in column 1. Since this
will give Bob 9 squares out of the total 15 squares of the board, Bob will win. For the
purposes of completing our example, we will assume that Alice chooses to move two
squares to the left on her fourth turn, trapping herself. Bob then must go a single
10

square to the left on his fourth move, and then down two squares on his fifth. This
will end the game (in the position shown in Figure 3.5) since neither player will have
a legal move remaining (in fact, all the squares will have been captured). The final
score will be 9 to 6 in Bob’s favor.
0 4 4 3
2
• ft 1
0 © f t ft©
Figure 3.5: The final position of our Tronoo example game. Bob wins 9 to 6.

Tronmax

But what if, instead of Tron^, the game we were playing was Tronmax? We return
to the position after Alice’s second move, as shown in Figure 3.2. In Tronoo, Bob
had four possible moves from this position, but in Tronmax,he has only one: he must
move all the way left to (3,1).

Figure 3.6: The position in our Tronmax example game after Bob’s second turn.

In fact, all of the remaining moves in this game of Tronmax are forced. Alice and
Bob will each have to go up to the first row on their respective third turns and then
Alice will slide left to (1, 2) on her fourth turn, trapping Bob, as shown in Figure 3.7.
Alice will go down to capture the final square on her fifth turn and win 8 to 7.
© 4
1
•
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s r x r x E
Figure 3.7: The position in our Tronmax example game after Alice’s fourth turn - Bob is trapped
and Alice will win.

Analysis of Example Games
Notice how Bob had four choices on his second turn in the Tronoo game and even
on certain later moves the players had more than one choice (e.g., Alice could have
gone left only one square, instead of two, on her fourth move), while in Tronmax all
of the moves from Bob’s second turn on were forced. This illustrates a fact which
could be surmised from the definitions of the two games and which will become very
important to our results: there are generally more options available to players in
Tronoo than there are in Tronmax. In this case, those options allowed Bob to win the
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Troiioo example game, while, from exactly the same position, Bob could only lose in
Tronmax.
Of course, the question remains as to whether each player was playing rationally
in these examples. It is easy to see that both players played rationally from Bob’s
second move on in the Tronmax example, since all of the moves were forced. They
also each played rationally, with our definition of the term, starting with Bob’s second
move in the Tronoo example: Bob made moves that guaranteed he would win, while
any move that Alice made would lead to a loss and therefore it didn’t really matter
how she played, any move she made would be considered rational.
But what about their earlier moves? Were their choices of starting squares and
Alice’s second move rational? In the case of Tronoo, the answer is no. We will show
later on (in the proof of Claim 4.1.9) that if Alice instead moved two squares to the
left on her second turn and Bob moved one square to the left on his, Alice could gain
a tie. If Bob made any other second move, Alice would in fact be able to win.
When Bob’s second move is left more than one square, he traps himself with a
total of only 5 squares, while Alice will be able to take all of the remaining squares.
If he, instead, goes up one square on his second turn, Alice will go up to the top row
on her third. Bob could then only stop her from taking the entire top row (for a total
of 8 of the 15 squares) on her fourth move by going up to (1,5) on his third turn,
but then she would slide across to (1,4) on her fourth turn, trapping Bob with only
3 squares while she would already have taken 7. (See Figure 3.8.)

4©
3
24 1
Figure 3.8: One possible ending position for a game of Tronoo if, after both players started in the
same squares as in our earlier examples, Alice moved left two squares on her second turn.

Finally, if Bob moved up two squares on his second move, then Alice would go
down on her third turn. Bob won’t be able to stop her from going right to (3,4) on
her fourth turn, and the only way he could stop her from also taking (2,4) on her
fifth turn (which would give her 8 of the 15 squares and the win) would be to go left
one square to (1,4) on his third turn and then take (2,4) himself. But that would
result in the position of Figure 3.9, where Alice wins the game 7 to 5.

Figure 3.9: Another possible ending position for a game of Tronoo if, after both players started in
the same squares as in our earlier examples, Alice moved left two squares on her second turn.

This shows that when Alice starts in (2,3) and Bob starts in (3, 5) (i.e., from the
position in Figure 3.1), Alice is not playing rationally by moving two squares to the
12

right on her second turn since this results in a loss whereas, as we have just shown,
moving two squares to her left would guarantee her at least a tie.1
On the other hand, we will later show (see Claim 4.2.8) that, after starting in the
central square, Alice can win the 3 x 5 game of Tronmax no matter where Bob starts.
Therefore, in our Tronmax example, Alice is playing rationally because she is playing
in a way that will guarantee her a win, while any move Bob makes can be considered
rational since he will lose no matter what.

1This doesn’t, however, address whether their choices of starting squares are rational or not. In
Alice’s case, we will later prove two lemmas (4.1.7 and 4.1.8) which, when combined, show that Alice
will lose a game of Tronoo on the 3 x 5 board if she starts in any square other than the central square.
Thus Alice’s choice of the central square for her starting square is indeed rational. We believe, but
do not prove in this paper, that Bob’s choice of starting square in this example is also rational.
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Chapter 4
R esults
For each variation of Tron we considered, our goal was to find out which player, if
either, wins on each m x n grid. In order to show that a player wins on a particular
board, we must demonstrate that that player has a winning response to each possible
move of the other player. To show that the result on a particular board is a tie, we
must show that each player is able to force at least a tie in response to every possible
move the other player could make. In searching for the appropriate responses for each
player, we played through games on many of the smaller boards, looking for patterns.
(We did this with paper and pencil, rather than computer.) We also relied on common
sense and logic and, wherever possible, utilized the symmetries and limitations of the
m x n grid.
Having found a promising strategy in this way, we then needed to confirm that
it would work as hoped. That is, we needed to make sure that it would provide a
winning (or tying, as appropriate) response to each of the opposing player’s potential
moves. When we could, we showed this by induction. Most often, however, it required
what was effectively a (manual) tree analysis based on the opposing player’s moves.
We grouped as many of these moves together as possible to limit the number of cases
and truncated the branches when it became clear who would win (or that the final
position would be a tie). If we found that a strategy did not, in fact, work for every
move of the opposing player, we would backtrack up the tree, trying alternative moves
for the player we hoped to find a win (or tie) for. We did not , in general, try every
possible alternative. Rather, we examined why the previous attempt had failed and
looked logically for a move that would correct the problem. The final outcome of this
process was that we found the partial results for Tronoo and almost complete results
for Tronmax which we present here.
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4.1

Tron,oo

The first variation we considered was Tronoo - the version of the game in which players
can move as far as desired on each turn, subject to the structure of the board. The
difficulty in analyzing this variation is the number of moves available to players on
each turn, especially early in a game. We found that we were often getting bogged
down in individual cases, rather than seeing overall patterns and, ultimately, decided
to move on to other variations, though with the hope that they might give us some
insight which would allow us to return to Tronoo later. Nonetheless, before turning
our attention from Tronoo, we did find complete results for boards with m < 2, nearly
complete results for m = 3, partial results for 4 x n and 5 x n boards, and also made
certain observations that hold for larger boards. These findings are summarized in
the following theorem:
Theorem 4.1.1. A game of T ro n p la ye d on an m x n grid (m < n) embedded in
the plane, in which both players play rationally, will have the following outcomes for
a board with the given dimensions:
1 x n - Alice wins when n is odd; the game is a tie if n is even.
2 x n - the game is a tie for all n.
3 x n - Bob wins all cases for n > 15 . For 3 < n < 14,
• Bob wins on the 3 x 3 board,
• the game on the 3 x 4 board is a tie,
• Bob wins on the 3 x n board when n is even for n > 6,
• Bob either wins or ties on the 3 x n boards with n odd and 5 < n < 13.
4 x n - Bob wins when n is even and either wins or ties when n is odd.
5 x n - Bob either wins or ties when n is even.
m x n - when both m and n are even, Bob either wins or ties.
Since this theorem includes a number of mostly independent cases, we will treat
each of these as a separate claim. Assembling the proofs of these claims, then, will
constitute a proof of the theorem as a whole. We begin with the l x n board.
Claim 4.1.2. For l x n boards, Alice wins when n is odd, while boards with even n
result in a tie.
Proof. If n is odd and Alice starts in the central square, then Bob must decide whether
to begin to the left or to the right of Alice. Either way, he can capture at most |_§J
squares while Alice, by moving to the other side, can capture |~|~| squares.
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If n is even and Alice starts in a central square, then Bob must start in the other
central square since otherwise he would be able to capture at most | —1 squares to
the | that will be the minimum Alice can take.1 This results in a tie, as each player
will capture all of the | squares on his or her side of the board. Could Alice do
better than that? Well, if she didn’t start in a central square, then Bob would play
immediately next to her, one square closer to the center, and win at least | + 1 to at
most | —1. Thus, if both players are playing rationally, the result on a 1 x n board
with n even is a tie.
□
Rather than proceding directly to any of the other claims of our theorem, we next
make the following observation:
Lemma 4.1.3. On an m x n board with both m and n even, Bob can force a tie by
copying Alice’s moves point symmetrically for the entire game.
Proof. If Bob chooses his starting square to be point symmetric to Alice’s and makes
the point symmetric move on each turn, he will ultimately end up capturing the same
number of squares as Alice. What we need to show is that Bob can always make the
point symmetric move. That he can begin by choosing the point symmetric starting
square is clear (since m and n are both even, we don’t have to worry about there
being a central square which is point symmetric to itself).
It is also clear that after any move of Bob’s, if he has been able to successfuly
copy Alice’s play point symmetrically to that point, the structure of the board must
be point symmetric. So for any move which is open to Alice at that moment, the
point symmetric move would be available for Bob if it were his turn instead, i.e., if
Alice makes a move, no square that Bob would need to capture to make the point
symmetric move could have been captured by either player at an earlier point in the
game. Thus the only potential difficulty would be if Alice in making her most recent
move captured a square that Bob would need to capture to make the point symmetric
move.
If Bob moves point symmetrically to Alice, then his move will be parallel to,
but in the opposite direction of hers. Therefore, the only way Alice could capture
a square that Bob would need to take to make the point symmetric move would be
if before Alice’s move they were already positioned in the same row or column and
Alice moved towards Bob. But since the structure of the board before Alice’s move
is point symmetric and m and n are both even, Alice and Bob cannot have been in
the same row or column. Thus the move point symmetric to Alice’s will always be
open to Bob if he has copied her play point symmetrically until that point.
□
1We may assume without loss of generality that Alice starts in (1, ^). If Bob started in (l,n ),
then Alice would move to (1, n —1) and trap Bob. She would have taken ^ squares to his 1. If Bob
started in any other non-central square, Alice would be able to take at least ^ squares by moving
all the way to the edge on the other side from the one Bob started in, while Bob would be unable
to take at least one of the squares on his side, giving him at most f —1•
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This lemma does a couple of things for us. First, it proves one of the assertions
in our theorem.
Claim 4.1.4. On an m x n board with both m and n even, Bob either wins or ties.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1.3, Bob could force a tie by playing point symmetrically. There
fore, if he is playing rationally, the only reason he would choose not to play point
symmetrically is if doing so would give him a win - he cannot lose if he is playing
rationally. Thus a game of Tronoo played on an m x n board with both m and n even
must result in either a tie or a win for Bob.
□
Secondly, since there are no restrictions as to the sizes of m and n, Lemma 4.1.3
also applies in the cases of 2 x n and 4 x n boards with n even. So in these cases,
we know that there is no point in looking for a winning strategy for Alice - if some
sequence of moves leads to a win for Alice, it means that Bob was not playing ratio
nally. The only question will be whether Bob can win or not. If we can find a starting
square for Alice to which Bob has no winning response, then we will have shown that
the board results in a tie. And this is precisely the strategy we will use to show that
the 2 x n boards are ties when n is even.
Unfortunately, Lemma 4.1.3 only holds when both m and n are even, so we will
need to take a slightly different approach to the 2 x 77 boards with n odd. However,
the following lemma, while not as far-reaching, is useful for those cases.
Lemma 4.1.5. On a board with one dimension even and the other odd, if Alice plays
in a central square, Bob can force a tie by playing point symmetrically.
Proof. Here we will temporarily drop our assumption that 777 < n so that we may,
instead, assume without loss of generality that m is odd and n is even. Again, we need
to show that the point symmetric move is always open to Bob. The point symmetric
starting square to Alice’s will be the other central square. By the same reasoning as in
the proof of Lemma 4.1.3, if Bob’s play up to a given turn has been point symmetric,
then no square he must capture to match Alice’s most recent turn can have been
captured by either player on a previous turn. Also by the same reasoning, the only
way Alice could possibly capture a square on her current turn that Bob would also
need to capture to match her move point symmetrically would be if before Alice’s
move they were either in the same row or in the same column.
With 777 odd and n even, they would have to be in the same row. But to create
a situation where Bob would have to capture a square already taken by Alice, not
only would Alice and Bob need to be in the same row, but Alice’s move would have
to be towards Bob and it would have to cross the axis of symmetry between the
left and right sides of the grid (or end on it, but that isn’t possible here since n is
even). Since the two central squares were occupied by Alice and Bob as their starting
squares, Alice can’t make such a move. Thus, again, so long as Bob has played point
symmetrically until that point, the move point symmetric to Alice’s latest move will
always be available to Bob.
□
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Obviously, this doesn’t tell us nearly as much about the outcome of a 2 x n odd
game as Lemma 4.1.3 does about the outcome of a 2 x n even game. However, if we
can show (as we will) that Alice must play in a central square on a 2 x n odd board,
then, again, we would already know the ultimate result will be either a tie or a win
for Bob. And once more, showing that Bob doesn’t have a winning response if Alice
starts in a central square will show that the ultimate result is a tie.
Claim 4.1.6. If both players play rationally, the result of a Tronoo game on a 2 x n
board is a tie.
Proof. First, consider what happens if Alice starts in a square other than a central
square. We assume, without loss of generality, that she plays in a square in the
upper left quadrant, i.e., in square (1 ,k) for some 1 < k < | . Then Bob will start
immediately to her right, one square closer to the center, in square (1, k+ 1). Whatever
Alice does next, Bob, on his second move, will play down one square, cutting Alice
off from the right side of the board. He will then be able to capture at least n + 1
squares to Alice’s at most n — 1, winning the game. So Alice will lose the 2 x n game
if she doesn’t start in a central square.
Since we already know from Lemmas 4.1.3 and 4.1.5 that Bob can force a tie when
Alice does play in a central square, whether n is even or odd, we have shown that the
result of a game of Tron^ on a 2 x n board is either a win for Bob or a tie, whatever
the value of n. To show that the result is in fact a tie, we must show that if Alice
does play in a central square, then she can force a tie (or better) no matter where
Bob plays.
So we now assume that Alice starts in a central square. Without loss of generality,
we assume that this square is in the top row. If Bob doesn’t play in the square
immediately below Alice’s, then on Alice’s next turn she will move down one square,
dividing the board and guaranteeing that Alice can take at least half of the squares.
On the other hand, if Bob does play directly beneath Alice, we consider separately
the cases where n is even and n is odd:
• If tt. is odd, then Alice will play horizontally all the way to one edge (the direction
doesn’t matter due to symmetry). In order to avoid losing, Bob would have to
play either all the way to the edge in the same direction or any number of
squares in the opposite direction (claiming the other side of the board). Either
way, the end result would be a tie.
• If n is even, then Alice would play horizontally all the way to the edge in
whichever direction is longer and Bob would have to do the same to avoid
losing, resulting in a tie.
Thus we have shown that Bob has no winning response to Alice starting in a
central square, but he can, by Lemmas 4.1.3 and 4.1.5, force a tie. Since we have also
shown that Alice will lose if she doesn’t start in a central square, if both players play
rationally, the outcome of a game of Tron^ on a 2 x n board must be a tie.
□
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Before considering the 3 x n boards, we can again make certain observations which
hold for boards of all sizes (or, at least, all sizes 3 x n o r larger) which will help narrow
down the number of cases we must consider significantly.
Lemma 4.1.7. On an m x n board with m , n > 3 , if Alice “starts on the edge, ” that
is, if her starting square is in row 1 or m or column 1 or n, she will lose.
Proof. We again temporarily drop the assumption that m < n so that we may instead
assume, without loss of generality, that Alice starts in row 1. If Alice’s starting square
is (1, k)j then Bob will play directly beneath her in square (2, k). Alice must then go
either right or left; whichever way she goes, Bob will play in the same direction all
the way to the edge of the board. This will cut Alice off from any squares below the
first row, while allowing Bob to take (at least) all of the squares in both row 2 and
row 3, resulting in a win for Bob.
□
Lemma 4.1.8. On an m x n board with at least one of m or n odd, if Alice starts
in the middle-most row/column of an odd dimension, but not in a central square, she
will lose.
Proof. Once more, we drop the assumption that m < n, this time so that we may
assume, without loss of generality, that m is odd. We further assume that Alice plays
in a non-central square of the middle-most row and, without loss of generality, that
she plays on the left side of the board (i.e., in column k for some 1 < k < §). Bob
will play immediately to her right, leaving Alice with three possible directions for her
next move.
If Alice moves either up or down, however far she moves, Bob will play all the
way to the edge in the same direction. Then there is nothing Alice can do to stop
Bob from moving on square to the right and then all the way down on his subsequent
moves, followed by taking all of the squares to the right of the barrier this creates.
Since Bob’s starting square was no further right than column | if n is even or column
if n is odd, this results in a win for Bob.
On the other hand, if Alice moves left any number of squares, Bob will move right
until his distance from the right edge of the board matches Alice’s distance from the
left edge. If we ignore which player the captured squares belong to, the structure of
the board is then point symmetric. From this point forward, Bob can copy Alice’s
moves point symmetrically - Alice and Bob could end up in the same row or, if n is
odd, in the same column, but with the central square(s) occupied, Alice can’t move
across a line of symmetry towards Bob as would be needed to create a situation where
Bob could not copy Alice’s move point symmetrically. Thus Bob will win by capturing
more squares than Alice on their respective second turns and the same number on
each subsequent move.
Either way, the end result is a win for Bob.

□
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Note that Lemma 4.1.8 does not require that either dimension be greater than 3.
Had we made this observation before treating the l x n case, we could have used it
to show that Alice must start in a central square in order not to lose the l x n board.
However, since in that case all that matters is which squares are left accesible to each
player after Alice and Bob’s first moves, it seemed unnecessary to introduce the more
complicated point-symmetry concept at that time.
In any case, combining Lemmas 4.1.7 and 4.1.8, we have already shown that, on
a 3 x n board, Alice must start in a central square to have any hope of not losing.
But, in fact, Alice often loses the 3 x n board even when she does play in a central
square.
Claim 4.1.9. On a 3 x n board, Bob wins when n > 15 . For 3 < n < 14, we have
• Bob wins on the 3 x 3 board,
• the game on the 3 x 4 board is a tie,
• Bob wins on the 3 x n board when n is even for n > 6,
• Bob either wins or ties on the 3 x n boards with n odd and 5 < n < 13.
Proof. We begin with the 3 x 3 game. As noted above, Alice must play in the central
square to have any hope of not losing. If Bob starts in the lower right hand corner,
then, by symmetry, Alice has only two choices for her next move - she can move
towards Bob (to square (2, 3) or (3,2)) or away from him (to square (2,1) or (1,2)).
If she moves towards Bob, we assume without loss of generality that she moves to
square (2,3) which gives the position in Figure 4.1. Now, there is nothing Alice can
do to prevent Bob from sliding across the bottom row and then up the first column,
taking 5 squares and winning the game.

1 2
f t
Figure 4.1: Position on the 3 x 3 board after Alice moves toward Bob on her second turn

On the other hand, if Alice moves away from Bob, we assume without loss of
generality that she moves to square (2,1), resulting in the board position shown in
Figure 4.2. Bob will then move up the third column to square (1,3) on his turn and
will ultimately win either 5 to 4 (if Alice goes down on her third turn) or 4 to 3 (if
Alice goes up). So Bob wins the 3 x 3 game.
What about the 3 x 4 board? Again, we know by Lemmas 4.1.7 and 4.1.8 that
Alice must start in one of the central squares if she is playing rationally. We assume,
without loss of generality, that she starts in the square (2,2). We then also know,
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Figure 4.2: Position on the 3 x 3 board after Alice moves away from Bob on her second turn

by Lemma 4.1.5, that Bob can force a tie by playing point symmetrically. So the
remaining question is whether he can win by playing any other way. To show that
he can’t, we need to consider all possible ways he can play from all possible starting
positions. Fortunately, symmetry allows us to narrow the starting positions slightly,
since starting in square (1 ,k) is symmetrically equivalent to starting in square (3, £;),
so we will only consider the latter along with the possible starting squares in the
second row.
The easiest of Bob’s possible starting squares to analyze are the ones on the edges
of the second row - (2,1) and (2,4). If Bob started in square (2,4), Alice’s next move
would be to square (2, 3). Then whichever direction Bob played in on his second turn,
up or down, Alice would play in the same direction on her third, trapping Bob. Alice
would then win 10 to 2. If Bob started in square (2,1), then Alice on her second turn
could move all the way across the second row to square (2,4). Bob would, then, have
to move into either the first row or the third, cutting himself off from the other either
way. Whichever he didn’t pick, Alice would capture all of that row which, combined
with the three squares she captured in the center row, would give her the win.
We’ll hold off for now on considering what happens if Bob starts in the remaining
square of the second row, (2,3), and instead consider what would happen if he started
in the bottom row. If Bob starts in (3,2), (3,3), or (3,4), then Alice’s second move
will again be across the second row to (2,4) and there will be nothing Bob can do to
prevent her from taking square (1,4) on her third turn and (1,3) and (1,2) on her
fourth turn, since he can’t get to the first row (and then only to square (1,1)) until
his third turn. Since that adds up to at least 6 squares captured for Alice, the result
is, at best, a tie for Bob. Similarly, if Bob started in square (3,1), Alice would still
slide all the way right, across the second row, on her second turn and then Bob would
have to decide whether to move right or up. Either way, Alice would be able to take
at least three additional squares (more if Bob went right) and, therefore, do no worse
than a tie.

Figure 4.3: Position on the 3 x 4 board after Alice’s second move if Bob starts at (3,1)

So far we have shown that Bob can do no better than a tie on the 3 x 4 board if
he starts anywhere other than the other central square. We know that he can force a
tie by starting in the other central square and playing point symmetrically, but what
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happens if he starts in the other central square but doesn’t play point symmetrically?
If Alice’s second move is to the left, then if Bob doesn’t want to make the point
symmetric second move, he must move either up or down. Since these are symmet
rically equivalent, we will assume without loss of generality that he moves up. But
then there is nothing that Bob can do to prevent Alice from taking the entire bottom
row, for a total of 6 squares. In this case, that would be a win for Alice, since Bob
would get at most 4 squares.

Figure 4.4: Position on the 3 x 4 board after Bob’s second move if he starts in the other central
square, but doesn’t make the point symmetric second move

And if Bob did make the point symmetric second move, but not the third? Then
we would have the position in Figure 4.5. Clearly, Alice would take the remaining
squares of the top row on her next turn and win 5 to 3.

Figure 4.5: Position on the 3 x 4 board after Bob’s third move if he starts in the other central square
and makes the point symmetric second move, but doesn’t make the point symmetric third move

Thus we have shown that Bob can do no better than tie on the 3 x 4 board. But
since we also know that he can play in such a way as to guarantee a tie, we have
shown that the 3 x 4 game results in a tie when both players play rationally.
Continuing through the assertions of our claim, we next consider the case of the
3 x n boards with n > 6 and even. Again, Alice must start in a central square - we
assume, without loss of generality, that she begins in (2, | ) - to have any chance of
not losing. But, as we will show, in this case she will lose anyway when Bob starts
in the bottom right hand corner. (We will illustrate using a 3 x 10 grid. The actions
described, however, will win for Bob on any 3 x n grid with n > 6 and even.)
If Alice goes up on her second turn, Bob can win by playing all the way across
the bottom row:

Figure 4.6: Position on the 3 x 10 board after Bob’s second move, if Alice goes up on her second
move
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If Alice then goes right on her third move, she will capture at most n + 2 squares
while Bob will be able to take all of the remaining 2n — 2 squares and win (since
n > 4). If she goes left all the way to the first column, Bob will go up one and trap
her, leading to a score of y for Bob to ~ for Alice. Finally, if she goes left less than
all the way, then Bob will be able to capture squares (2,1) and (1,1) on his third
turn and will win by taking at least n + 2 squares to Alice’s at most n — 2.
If Alice’s second move had been down instead of up, the win for Bob would be
even easier. He would play up two squares to (1,77) on his second move and then
Alice could do nothing to prevent him from taking the entire top row and winning at
least n + 2 to at most n for Alice.

1
2
Figure 4.7: Position on the 3 x 10 board after Bob’s second move, if Alice goes down on her second
move

If Alice moves horizontally on her second turn, rather than vertically, then she
has more than one option for how far to move. However, it turns out that only the
direction of her move matters, since Bob will respond the same way (and win) no
matter how far she goes in that direction.
If Alice moves right any number of squares, Bob can play left to square (3, | —1).
Then on the following turn, he will capture the remaining squares in that column,
cutting Alice off from any squares to the left of column | . Ultimately, Bob will get
77 + 2 ( | —1) = 2 t7 —2 squares to Alice’s 77 + 2 squares - a win for Bob, since 77 > 4.
On the other hand, if she moves left, no matter how many squares she moves, Bob
will also move left on his second move, to square (3, | + 1). Then he will move up
to the top row on his third move and take all the squares on the right hand side of
the board for a total of y . Alice, on the other hand, will be able to take only one
of the following two squares: (1, | ) and (3, |) , since, with Bob occupying all of the
squares in column f + 1 and Alice already having captured (2, |) , there will be no
way to exit the square after capturing it. Thus, Alice can get at most y —1 squares
and Bob wins.
One might be wondering, now, if the same strategies wouldn’t work for Bob on
boards with odd ?7 > 5. They actually do work, albeit with slightly different scores,
when Alice’s second move is up, down, or to the right. (The analysis is similar enough
to the above cases that we omit it here.) The problem is when Alice moves to the
left.
In the 77 even case, Bob was able to take the right half of the board in its entirety,
while Alice found herself cut off from capturing at least one of the squares on the left
half of the board. But when n is odd, Alice starts in the single middle-most column.
Capturing all the squares to the right of this column nets Bob only 3(21y ) =
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squares. Alice, on the other hand, may be able to take all of the squares to the left
of the middle-most column plus two squares in the middle-most column itself for a
total of
+ 2 = y y i and a win.2
So clearly we require a different strategy for 3 x n boards with n odd. But the fact
that the same strategies work except when Alice’s second move is to the left, suggests
that we may want to begin by looking at whether Bob can still win by starting in the
lower right hand corner. We will show that he can, so long as n > 15 and that in the
cases where n G {5, 7,9,11,13}, he can at least get a tie.
We begin by noting that Bob’s strategy above - moving over to the column im
mediately to the right of the one Alice starts in and then up to the top row, cutting
off the right side of the board - does still work when Alice’s second move is at least 4
squares to the left. The reason it works is similar to the reason it worked in the even
case: these moves will create a situation where there are two sets of squares which Al
ice must choose between, since each is a “dead end.” This time, there will be at least
4 squares she can’t capture, which means that she can take at most
—4 =
squares to Bob’s
, a win for Bob. Therefore, we need only find new strategies for
Bob when Alice’s second move is 1, 2, or 3 squares to the right.
Thus, we will assume Bob starts in (3, n) and complete the proof that Bob wins
the 3 x n board for odd n > 15 and at least ties for n G {5, 7,9,11,13} in the following
steps:
1. We will show that if Alice moves left one square on her second turn, Bob can
win if n > 15 and odd and can tie the game if n is odd and 5 < n < 13.
2. We will show that Bob can win if Alice moves left either two or three squares on
her second turn for odd n > 15 and can at least tie when n G (5, 7,9,11,13}.
Step 1 Consider the situation if Bob starts in (3, n), Alice moves left one square
on her second turn and Bob goes up two squares to (1, n) on his second turn. As an
illustration, this position on a 3 x 15 board is shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Position on the 3 x 15 board after Alice goes left one and Bob goes up two

If Alice now goes down on her third turn, Bob can go all the way left and will win
at least n + 2 to at most n + 1 for Alice. If she goes up on her third turn, Bob can
2The exact number of squares Alice will be able to capture here depends on both how far to the
left she went on her second move and whether Ay- is even or odd. Nonetheless, if Alice moved only
one square to the left on her second turn, she would certainly be able to take at least 3n2~1 squares,
which would still be enough to beat Bob’s - y 1--.
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play left to square (1,y y ). He would then be threatening to go down to (3, ^^y) on
his next turn and all the way left to (3,1) on the turn after that, which would garner
Bob a total of at least n 4- 4 squares while restricting Alice to at most n. The only
way she can prevent this, is to move left some number of squares on her fourth turn
and then down all the way to the first row on her fifth.
3
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Figure 4.9: Position on the 3 x 15 board after Alice goes left one, Bob goes up two, Alice goes up
and Bob goes left to one column short of the middle-most

How far left should she go? If she goes all the way to the first column, then Bob
will still be able to get n + 3 squares to at most n + 1 for Alice. If she goes more than
one square to the left, but less than all the way, then, when she moves down to the
first row on the following turn, she will divide the squares on the left hand side of the
board in such a way that there will be at least 4 squares in the columns left of and
including y A Bob, then, instead of going left on his fifth turn, will instead go right
and, ultimately, take all the squares to the right of column y y column. This would
result in a win for Bob, taking y y squares to at most y y —4 = ^ y squares for
Alice.
So Alice must go left only a single square or she will lose anyway. And note that
the case where she goes all the way to the first column above includes the case where
n = 5, in which going all the way left only involves moving left one square. So we
can assume, for the moment, that n > 7. But if she goes left one square, then after
Bob goes down to the first row and Alice also goes down to the first row, Alice will
still, when n > 7, cut herself off from at least 3 squares in the
left-most columns.
(See Figure 4.10 for an illustration.) Thus, if Bob now captures (as he can) all of the
remaining squares to the right of column y^., the result will be a tie (at y y squares
apiece).
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Figure 4.10: Position on the 3 x 15 board if, after the sequence of moves leading to Figure 4.9, Alice
moves left one, Bob moves down two and Alice moves down two

Thus we have shown that if Alice’s second move is one square to the left and her
third is to go up one square, then Bob can force at least a tie. But let’s return to the
sequence above for the moment. We have assumed that Bob’s fourth move is to go
down to the bottom row, but he could also move down just one square and, at least
temporarily, avoid cutting himself off from squares (3, y y ) and (3, y y ). What Bob
would really like, of course, would be able to take both of those squares in addition
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to all of the squares in columns y y to n, for a total of y A + 2 = y y - squares and
the win. Can he do it?
Well, if Alice’s fifth move is still down to (3, -y ) and Bob hasn’t already moved
down to (3, y y ), then Alice is threatening to slide across the bottom row to square
(3, n —1) on her sixth move, which would give her a total of 2 + 3 + y y = y y . This
is a genuine threat if n € {7,9,11}, since the 2 (y y ) + 1 = n squares that Bob would
be limited to if he didn’t block Alice’s threat by moving down to the bottom row on
his fifth turn, would then be less than Alice’s total. Even if n = 13, Alice could force
the tie. But for n > 15, there is no threat, since Bob can just move right to square
(2, n —1) on his fifth turn and he will already have won if Alice’s sixth move is to her
right, while, if she moves to her left, he will be able to capture y y squares and win.
We did assume that Alice’s fifth move was down two squares, but for n > 15 she’d
be in trouble even with a different fifth move. Certainly, she can’t move left again
on her fifth move, since Bob would just move down again on his fifth turn and the
position would revert to one of the cases discussed above where Alice moved left more
than one square on her fourth move. And moving down just one square on her fifth
move doesn’t help her, since Bob’s fifth move would then be right to (2, n —1). Alice
would still have to move down to the third row on her sixth move and right on her
seventh move to prevent Bob from taking at least y y squares, but Bob would get
one more square and Alice one less than if she had just moved down to the bottom
row on her fifth move and right on her sixth.
Thus we have shown that if Alice’s third move is up, Bob will either win (when
n > 15 or n = 5) or tie (n E 7,9,11,13). Since we had already shown that Bob would
win if Alice’s third move was down (for any odd n > 5), the remaining third move
that we must analyze is when she goes left again.
Obviously, if Alice goes left 3 or more squares on this turn she will lose in basically
the same way as if she had gone left at least 4 squares on her second turn. So we
consider only the cases where her third move is left either 1 or 2 squares. Bob’s
strategy on his third move will, with one exception, be to match Alice’s move - that
is, to move left the same number of squares on his third move as Alice did on hers.
If Alice moves left two squares on her third turn, then n must be at least 7. If
n = 7 o r n > l l , Bob will win by playing left two squares on his third turn. In the
n x 7 case, Alice’s third turn will have taken her to the right edge of the board, while
Bob’s will have put him in the column immediately to the right of the middle-most
column. (See Figure 4.11.) Whether Alice plays up or down on her fourth move, Bob
can move down to the third row, ensuring that he can take all 9 of the squares to
the right of the middle-most column, while Alice will miss four squares in the first 4
columns and end up with only 8 - a win for Bob.
In the case of n > 11, Alice will technically have 3 possible directions for her
fourth move: up, down, or left. But we already know that she can’t go left again (for
the same reason she couldn’t go left 3 squares or more on her third turn. If she goes
up, Bob will move to (1, y ^ ), once again threatening to move down to the third row
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Figure 4.11: Position on the 3 x 7 board, if Alice and Bob each move left two squares on their third
turns

and across, taking at least n + 4 squares to Alice’s at most n — 2. And this time,
there’s no way Alice can block the move and salvage a tie. (If she moves all the way
left, then down, Bob will still get n + 3 and if she moves less than all of the way left,
then down, she will cut herself from a least 6 of the squares in columns 1 through
Finally, if she moves down on her fourth turn, Bob will go all the way left to the
first column. This would leave Alice with a choice on her fifth move of either playing
to the left, in which case Bob would get at least n + 4 squares and Alice would get at
most (n —1) —3 = n — 4, or to the right, in which case she would get n + 5 squares
and Bob would get the rest and win since n > 11.
Obviously, it’s this last scenario which causes problems when n = 9 and changing
Bob’s fourth move wouldn’t fix things. However, Bob can, on his third turn, move
to (1, 6) instead of (1, 7) and guarantee at least a tie: whatever Alice’s fifth move, if
Bob moves down to (3,6) on his fifth move, he will be able to capture all 12 squares
to the right of column 5, while there will be at least 3 squares in columns 1 through
5 that Alice won’t be able to take.
Finally, we come to the case where Alice moves left 1 square on her third turn.
On any of the boards, Bob can respond to this by moving left 1 himself and he will
win when n > 15 and either win or tie when 5 < n < 13. We note, first, that if Alice
were to move left again on her fourth turn, the appropriate responses, guaranteeing a
win when n = 7 o r n > l l and either a win or a tie when n = 9, can be inferred from
the analysis above (and, of course, the board with n = 5 doesn’t have the space to
allow her to move left from the central square a third time). So we need only consider
what happens when her fourth move is either up or down.
When n > 7, Bob’s responses and their results will be much the same as when
Alice moved over two squares on her third turn. If Alice goes down, Bob can slide
across the first row and win (with at least n + 4 to Alice’s n + 3, if Alice goes right on
her fifth turn, or at least n + 3 to Alice’s at most ^ _|_ s=3 — n _ 25if Alice goes left
on her fifth turn). If she goes up, Bob can move left to square(l, ^ ) . Once again,
Alice will have to move left and then down to the bottom row on her next two turns
to keep Bob from winning by playing down and then all the way right. But, also once
again, doing this still won’t keep her from losing. (Bob still wins with at least n + 3 if
she moves all the way left, and if she moves less than all the way left, she cuts herself
off from at least 5 squares in the first
columns.)
When n = 5, on the other hand, if Alice moves left one square on each of her second
and third moves and Bob plays as described, we have the position in Figure 4.12.
Clearly, if Alice moves up, Bob will move left to square (1,2) and win 6 to 4. But if
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she moves down, he’ll have to settle for a tie by moving down to square (3,4).
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Figure 4.12: Position on the 3 x 5 board, if Alice and Bob each move left one square on their third
turns

Thus we have completed step 1: we have shown that if Bob begins in square (3, n)
and Alice’s second move is one square to the left, the Bob can force a win when
n > 15 and can force at least a tie when 5 < n < 13.
Step 2 We now look to show that when Bob starts at (3, n) and Alice moves two
or three squares left on her second turn, Bob will be able to win when n > 15 and
either win or tie for 5 < n < 13. These cases are actually much simpler to deal with
than when Alice moved only a single square left on her second turn.
If Alice moves left three squares on her second turn (we can assume that n > 7),
Bob can guarnatee at least a tie by moving to (3,
on his second turn, since if then
he moves up to (1, y y ) on his third turn, he will be able to take all of the squares in
the right-most y y rows, while Alice won’t be able to take at least 3 of the squares
in rows 1 to
But he can definitely do better than that when n > 15.
Assume that n > 15 and consider what happens when Bob’s second move is one
square shorter - that is, he moves to square (3, y y ). If Alice’s third move is left
again, then Bob’s third move will be to (3,y y ) and we know Bob will be able to take
all of the squares in column
and to its right, while Alice won’t be able to take
at least 4 squares in columns 1 to
_ a wjn for Bob. If Alice instead goes down
on her third move, Bob will play up to the first row. He will then be able to take at
least n + 2 squares to at most n —2 for Alice. Finally, if Alice goes up on her third
move, Bob will go left one square to (3, aJ£). (See Figure 4.13 for an illustration of
the position on the 3 x 15 board.)

Figure 4.13: Position on the 3 x 15 board, if Alice moves left 3 then up 1 and Bob responds as
described

Alice will then have to decide whether to go left or right on her fourth move. If she
went right, she would get 2(zy l + 3) = n+ 7 squares, while Bob would take everything
else - with n > 15, that is a win for Bob. On the other hand, if she went left, she
would get at most 3 (y y ) —3 = $2=2. SqUares? while Bob would take
+3=
(by moving up one, then all the way to the right, up again, and as far as possible to
the left) - again, a win for Bob.
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Thus we have shown that Bob can get at least a tie when Alice moves three
squares to the left on her second move and will win when n > 15. We must now do
the same for when Alice moves just two squares to the left on her second turn. But
the play actually quite similar when n > 9 (we will treat the n — 5 and n = 7 cases
separately).
If n > 9 and Alice moves two squares to the left on her second turn, Bob can move
to (3, n~ ) on his (see Figure 4.14 for an illustration with n = 15) and guarantee at
least a tie when n < 13 and a win for n > 15 as follows:
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Figure 4.14: Position on the 3 x 15 board, if Alice moves left 2 on her second turn and Bob plays to
(3, a±Z) = (3,11)

• If Alice’s third move is one square to the left, Bob can move either one square
to the left (if n > 15) or two squares to the left (if 9 < n < 13) and we will have
reverted to a position covered in the case where Alice moved three squares to
the left on her second turn.
• If Alice moves more than one square to the left on her third turn, Bob can play
two squares left to (3, y p ) and win.
• If Alice’s third move is down, Bob will play up to the first row, to square
(1, 2±Z) on his third move and will go all the way left to square (1,1) on his
fourth, regardless of Alice’s fourth move. (If Alice’s fourth move is to the left,
he will win with at least n + 2 to at most n — 1. If Alice’s fourth move is to the
right, she will capture 10 squares, regardless of the value of n, while Bob will
take everything else - clearly a win for Bob since n > 9.)
• Finally, if Alice’s third move is up, Bob will play left to (3, 2±2). Alice must
then either go right, in which case she will only be able to take n + 5 squares and
Bob will take everything else, or left, in which case she will take
—2 = ^yd
squares and Bob will take everything else. The former is a tie when n = 9 and
a win for Bob when n > 11, while the latter is a win for Bob regardless of the
value of n.
It remains to show that Bob can either win or tie on the 3 x 5 and 3 x 7 boards
when Alice’s second move is two squares to the left. This is particularly easy for the
3 x 5 board. Consider the position after Bob moves one square to the left as shown in
Figure 4.15. Whatever Alice does on her third move, Bob can move up two squares
to (1,4), which will divide the board in such a way that each player will get 6 squares
- a tie. (Though Bob could, obviously, do better than that if Alice’s third move were
down.)
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Figure 4.15: Position on the 3 x 5 board, if Alice moves left two squares on her second turn and Bob
responds by moving left one

On the 3 x 7 board, if Alice moves left two squares on her second turn, Bob can
can actually win by playing in much the same way as he did when Alice move left just
one square on her second turn. Specifically, he will begin by playing up two squares
to (1, 7), resulting in the position in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: Position on the 3 x 7 board, if Alice moves left two squares on her second turn and Bob
responds by moving up two

Alice then has three choices for her third turn.
• If Alice moves left again on her third turn, Bob will win 9 to 8 by going left to
(1,5) on his third turn and then down to (3, 5) on his fourth.
• If Alice moves up on her third turn, Bob will again play left to (1,5). The moves
from there should be clear: Alice will go left to (1,1), Bob will move down to
(3,4), Alice will go down to (3,1) and Bob will slide across the bottom row to
(3, 2). This results in the position in Figure 4.17 and a 10 to 7 win for Bob.

Figure 4.17: The final position of the 3 x 7 game in which Alice moves left two squares on her second
turn, then up one on her third and Bob responds as described

• And, finally, if Alice moves down on her third turn, Bob will play all the way
across the top row to square (1,1). If Alice then goes right on her fourth turn,
Bob will win 11 to 10. If, on the other hand, she goes left on her fourth turn,
Bob will win 10 to 5.
This concludes the proof that Bob wins the 3 x n board for odd n > 15 and can
at least tie when 5 < n < 13.

□
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As many cases as we needed to consider in proving Claim 4.1.9, it could have
been much worse if the combination of Lemmas 4.1.7 and 4.1.8 hadn’t narrowed down
Alice’s acceptable starting squares to just a central square. On the 4 x n board, while
Lemma 4.1.7 and symmetry do help us narrow Alice’s possible starting positions,
there are still multiple starting squares that we must consider (at least when n > 4).
This will lead to complications in proving the following claim.
Claim 4.1.10. Bob wins Tronoo on a 4 x n board when n is even; he either wins or
ties when n is odd.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1.7, we know that Alice must start in either the second or third
row and not in the first or nth column to have any chance of not losing. By symmetry,
we will therefore assume that she starts in square (2, k) for some 2 < k < 2d!. We
will treat n odd and n even separately.
If n is odd, we already know by Lemma 4.1.5 that Bob can at least tie the game
when Alice starts in a central square. If Alice doesn’t start in a central square, then
Bob can in fact win. If Alice’s starting square is (2, k) for some k < 2^1, Bob will
start in square (2, k + 1). Note that he is no further right than the middle-most
column.
• If Alice’s second move is down (whether one square or two), then Bob’s second
move will be down two squares to (4, k + 1). Alice will be unable to prevent
him from moving first one square to the right, then up to (1, k + 2), and then
taking all of the squares to the right of column k + 2. Since this would give him
three squares in column k + 1, which is no further right than the middle-most
column, and all of the squares in columns k + 2 through n, he will take more
than half the squares of the board and win.
• If Alice’s second move was, instead, up to (1, fc), then Bob’s second move would
be down a single square to (3, k + 1). Alice would then have to go either right
or left. Whichever direction she chooses, Bob would go in the same direction
all the way to the edge of the board. This will cut Alice off from access to the
bottom two rows, which Bob can take the remaining squares of at his leisure.
Taking the entirety of the bottom two rows plus his initial square in the second
row will give Bob more than half of the squares of the board and a win.
• Finally, if Alice’s second move is to the left (any number of squares), Bob’s
second move will depend on whether he started in the middle-most column or
to the left of the middle-most column. If he started in column 2±i? then when
Alice’s second move is to the left, Bob’s second move will be down one square
to (3,
His responses to Alice’s potential third moves would be as follows:
- If Alice then moves down on her third turn, Bob can win in the same way
as described above: he’ll go down to (4, 2±1)} right one to (4, 2±2)} up to
(1, 2±2) and then take all the squares to the right of that column for a
total of more than half the squares of the board.
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- If Alice moves left on her third turn, then Bob would instead move right
until his distance from the right edge of the board matches Alice’s distance
from the left. He would then have taken two more squares after his third
move than Alice had after hers. This would also create a board position
which (if we ignore who has captured which squares and only consider the
captured squares as a sort of blockade in the middle of the board) is point
symmetric and has the central squares already captured, so Bob can copy
Alice’s moves point symmetrically going forward and will take the same
number of squares as she does for the remainder of the game. Thus Bob
would ultimately end up with two more squares than Alice, winning the
game.
— If Alice moves up on her third turn, Bob’s third move would be one square
to the right. If Alice’s fourth move was then to the right, Bob would go
right again on his fourth turn, all the way to the edge of the board. This
would cut Alice off from the bottom two rows, which Bob would take the
remaining squares of on subsequent turns. Combined with the square he
captured in the second row (his starting square), this would give him more
than half the board.
If Alice, instead, moved left on her fourth turn, then Bob would move
down one square to (4, 2±2). (An illustration of this type of position on a
4 x 9 board is shown in Figure 4.18.) Since Alice will now be restricted
to the left side of the boundary created by the captured squares in the
middle of the board, Bob can take as many as he can of the remaining
squares to the right of this boundary at his leisure. He can, in the end,
capture all but one of these remaining squares3, for a total of at least
+ 2±i +
—1 = 2n + 1 squares and a win.
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Figure 4.18: An example of the sequence of moves discussed above (through each player’s fourth
turn) on a 4 x 9 board

On the other hand, if Bob’s starting square is to the left of the middle-most
column (i.e., k + 1 < 2=1), then if Alice’s second move is to the left, Bob’s
second move will be right to (2, 2±i). His responses to Alice’s third move will
3There are various ways that he can do this; we describe one such sequence of moves here for
illustration. Note that n > 7 (since if n = 5 Alice’s starting square would have been (2,2) and her
third move would have taken her to (1,1), from which position she could not have moved left on her
fourth turn), so there are at least two columns to the right of column
Bob can move right to
(4, n), up to (3, n), left to ( 3 , up to (2 ,2^ ) , right to (2, n), up to (1, n ) and, finally, left to the
square immediately next to the one captured by Alice on her third turn. The uncaptured square in
this sequence is (2 ,A p ).
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be basically the same as those mentioned above as answers to her second move.
That is, if her third move is down (either one square or two), Bob will go down
two, right one, then up to the top row and, ultimately, take more than half the
board. If her third move is up, Bob can go down one and then all the way to
the edge of the board in the same direction as Alice’s fourth move, cutting her
off from the bottom two rows which he will take in their entirety. And if Alice’s
third move is left, Bob will go down one and proceed as before. In all cases, the
analysis is similar enough not to repeat in detail and the sequence will lead to
a win for Bob.
So we have shown that Bob will win Tronoo on the 4 x n board with n odd if Alice
doesn’t start in a central square. Having already noted that he can at least tie the
game when Alice does start in a central square, this proves that Bob will either win
or tie the 4 x n game of Tronoo when n is odd.
To show that Bob will win when n is even, we will consider the following four
cases, based on the value of k (the column of Alice’s starting square):
1. k = 2
2. 2 < k < l
3. max{2, |} < k < | + 1
4. f + 1 < k < |
Case 1: k = 2
For n > 4, either 2 < | o r | < 2 < | + l. However, the strategies that we will
employ to deal with the cases where k < | and | < k < | + 1 require that k > 2.
Thus we must handle the cases where Alice starts in the second column separately.
On the 4 x 4 board, if Alice begins in square (2, 2), Bob will start in square (4,4)
(the lower right hand corner). By symmetry, Alice has only three distinct second
moves - up one square, down one square, down two squares. Bob can respond to
these moves as follows:
• If Alice moves up one square on her second turn, then Bob will also move up
a square on his second turn. Whatever Alice does on her third turn, Bob can
then slide all the way across the third row. In the resulting position, Alice will
be able to take at most 6 squares while Bob can take 8 (the entirety of the two
bottom rows) - a win for Bob.
• If Alice moves down two squares, Bob’s second move will be up three squares
to (1,4). Then, whether Alice moves right or left on her third turn, Bob will
move all the way across the top row. This will enable Bob to win by taking at
least 7 squares to only 6 for Alice.
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• If Alice moves down only one square on her second turn, Bob will still go all
the way up to the top row on his. If Alice’s third turn is down, Bob will again
slide all the way across the top row and win (this time either 9 to 4 or 10 to 6).
And he can also do this if Alice moves to the right on her third turn (in which
case, he will win 10 to 5). Finally, if Alice goes left on her third turn, Bob will
go left just one square on his third turn. Alice, then, won’t be able to stop Bob
from taking all 8 of the squares in columns 3 and 4, while she will be able to
take just 6 of the squares in the first two columns - once again, a win for Bob.
Since we already know (by Lemma 4.1.7) that Alice would lose on the 4 x 4 grid
if she played anywhere but one of the four central squares, the above not only proves
that Bob will win if Alice starts in (2,2), but, indeed, that he wins the 4 x 4 game
overall.
On the 4 x n boards with n > 6, when Alice starts in (2, 2), Bob can start in (2,3)
and then employ the following strategy to win:
• If Alice moves down (whether two squares or just one) on her second turn, Bob
can go all the way down on his second turn. Then on the following turns, Alice
will be unable to prevent him from moving one square to the right, then all
the way up the fourth column to the first row, and subsequently taking all the
squares to the right of the fourth column. So long as n > 5, this will result in a
win for Bob, since he will have taken more than half of the squares in the grid.
(He took three squares in the third column plus all the squares to the right of
the third column and 3 < |.)
• If Alice moves up on her second turn, Bob will move down one square on his.
Then whichever way Alice goes on her third turn, Bob will play in the same
direction all the way to the edge of the board. This will ensure that Bob can
take more than half the squares of the grid since he will be able to take all of
the squares in the bottom two rows unimpeded (Alice will have been cut off
from them) plus at least one square in the second row (the square he started
in).
• If Alice moves left on her second turn (into the first column), Bob will again
move down one square on his second turn. If Alice then goes up on her third
turn, Bob will go all the way right, again cutting Alice off from the lower half of
the grid and ensuring that he can take at least the entirety of the bottom two
rows plus a square in the second row. On the other hand, if Alice goes down on
her third turn, Bob will move down one more square to the bottom row. Then,
as in the case where Alice moved down on her second turn, Bob will again be
able to take more than half the squares of the grid by taking more than half of
the squares in the third column plus all the squares in columns 4 through n.
(Actually, Bob’s total in this final case would really be even better than that he can, in fact, take all but 6 squares.)
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Case 2: 2 < k < |
If 2 < k <
then Bob can win by starting in square (3, n) (the square above the
bottom right corner) and playing as follows:
• If Alice moves up on her second turn, Bob will slide all the way across the third
row. He will later be able to take all the squares in the bottom row as well for
a total of 2n squares, while Alice will be limited to at most 2n — 4 squares - a
win for Bob.
• If Alice moves either down or to the left on her second turn (however far she may
move in that direction), then Bob can win by moving to (3, k + 1). Whatever
Alice does next, Bob will be able to move up to the first row on his third turn
and then take all of the squares within the rectangle defined by these moves
on subsequent turns. This will give him a total of 3(n — k) squares and, since
k < | , that means he will have taken at least 3(^0 = 2n squares or half of
the grid. Meanwhile, Alice will find that there is at least one square among
the remainder of the board that she can’t take, since both (1, k) and (4, n) are
“dead ends” - once she captures one of them, there will be no way for her to
get out to capture the other. Hence Alice can take at most 2n —1 squares and
Bob wins.
• If Alice goes right on her second turn, however far she goes, Bob can win by
playing left to square (3, k —1). There is nothing Alice can do to prevent him
from moving up to (1, k — 1) on his next turn, then left to (1,1) (this is why
it was important for k to be greater than 2), down to (4,1) and, finally, all the
way back across the bottom row to (4, n). This will give Bob a total of 2n + 4
squares and the win.
Case 3: max{2, |} < k < | + 1
The strategy above works out very nicely when k < | and, as you will see shortly,
we also have a strategy that works well when k > | + 1. So we’re all set when n is
divisible by 3. But when n = 1 (mod 3) or n = 2 (mod 3), we can run into some
problems. T hat’s because if k = ^ or k =
then we have both n — k < -y
and k —1 < | , i.e., there are fewer than ^ squares to the right of the &th column in
a given row and also fewer than | squares to the left. We can, however, adapt our
strategy somewhat to make up for this. (Note that since we must have k > 3 and n
not divisible by 3, we may assume that n > 8.)
Notice that if Bob still starts in (3, n), the same strategies that worked for him
in Case 2 when Alice played up or to the right on her second turn will still work
for him here. Since the analysis is precisely the same, we won’t repeat it here. Bob
can also use the same strategy as in Case 2 if Alice moves down two squares on her
second turn. While this time there may be as few as 3 ( ^ ^ ) = 2n —2 squares in
the rectangle that Bob captures, Alice will be cut off from at least the 5 right-most
squares of the bottom row (if n = 8, k = 3, so she is cut off from 5 squares and if
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n > 10, the number of squares she’s cut off from must be at least
> 6), and will,
therefore, be able to take no more than 2n + 2 —5 = 2n —3 squares.
This suggests that our approach should be to assume that Bob starts in (3, n)
and find alternate responses for Bob when Alice’s second move is either down a single
square or to the left. This will indeed work for all of the relevant values of n with a
single exception (the 4 x 8 board). But since the proof is rather long, involving many
subcases, we defer it (including the 4 x 8 case) to Appendix A.
Case 4: | + 1 < k < |
Fortunately this case is much simpler than the previous one. If Alice starts in (2, k)
for | + 1 < k < §, then Bob will start in (4, n) and can win by responding to Alice’s
possible second moves as follows:
• If Alice goes up on her second turn, Bob will go up a single square to (3,n)
on his second turn. Whatever Alice does next, Bob can go left all the way
across the board to (3,1). He will be able to take the bottom two rows in their
entirety, while Alice will capture at most 2n — 4 squares in the top two rows
(since k > 3).
• If Alice goes right on her second turn, Bob will go left to (4, k — 1) on his
second turn, up to (1, k — 1) on his third, and ultimately take all of the squares
in columns 1 through k — 2. Since k > f + 1, this will give Bob at least
n + 3(f) — 2n squares. Alice will be unable to capture all of the remaining
squares since both (1 ,k) and (3, k) will be dead ends. Thus she will be able to
take no more than 2n — 1 squares and Bob will win.
• If Alice goes down two squares on her second turn, Bob will go up to (1, n). If
Alice then goes right on her third turn, Bob can move left to (1,1) on his third
turn and then easily take all of the remaining squares in columns 1 through
k — 1 on subsequent turns. That would give him n + 3 + 3(fc —1) squares and
since k > f + 1, Bob would have at least 2n + 3 squares and an easy win.
On the other hand, if Alice goes left on her third turn, Bob will move left to
(1, fc). Alice will then be unable to stop him from moving down one square to
(2, k) on his next turn and then taking all of the remaining squares in columns
k + 1 through n —1 on subsequent turns. He would end up with 4(n — k) + 2
squares which, since k < §, would be more than half of the board - a win for
Bob.
• If Alice moves down a single square on her second turn, Bob will go left to
(4, k -f 1). Alice can then go left, right, or down.
— If Alice goes left on her third turn, then Bob can go up to (1, k + 1) on his
third turn and, ultimately, take all of the squares in columns k +1 through
n. Since k < | , that would give Bob at least 2n squares. Meanwhile, both
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(1, k) and (4, k) will be dead ends for Alice - she will be able to take at
most one of the two. So Alice will capture no more than 2n — 1 squares
and Bob will win.
— If Alice goes down on her third turn, then Bob will play up to (2, k + 1)
on his third turn. Alice will then be unable to stop him from going left
one square to (2, k) on his fourth turn and then up to (1, k) on his fifth.
Ultimately, Bob will end up taking all of the squares in columns k + 1
through n, plus two squares in column k for, as we saw previously, a total
of at least 2n + 2 squares and the win.
— The situation is slightly trickier when Alice goes right on her third turn,
but it is similar to a scenario we have seen previously. However far right
Alice moves on her third turn, Bob will go left to (4, k — 1) on his third
turn and then up to (1, k —1) on his fourth. If Alice has not already moved
up to the top row by that time, Bob will be threatening to go right all the
way to (l,n ), which would give him the win since he would have taken
more squares in the top and bottom rows than Alice could in the middle
two rows, the only ones she will have played in. So Alice must get up to
the top row by no later than her fifth turn to block this maneuver.
But in doing so, she cannot afford to cut herself from any of the squares
in {(j , ¿)|1 < j < 3, k < l < n}, since Bob, after moving up to (1, k — 1)
on his fourth turn, would also be threatening to take all of the squares in
columns 1 through k — 2, giving him a total of at least 2n squares. Since
Alice has to get up to the top row by her fifth move, she will have to go up
a single column and the only column she can go up without cutting herself
off from at least one square in that rectangle is column n.
Getting to square (1, n) on her fifth turn would do Alice no good, since Bob
would just slide across the first row to (1 ,n —1) on his fifth move. Alice
would then be trapped with a total of (n — k) + 4 squares while Bob, who
would still be free to take more squares, would already have 2{n — k) + 4,
winning easily. So Alice’s third move must have been to (3, n) and then
after Bob goes left to (4, k — 1) on his third turn, she must go up to (1, n)
on her fourth. Bob’s fourth move will be up to (1, k — 1). (See Figure 4.19
for an illustration of this type of position on a 4 x 6 grid.)

Figure 4.19: The position on a 4 x 6 board if Alice starts in (2,3), moves down one square on her
second turn, right to column 6 on her third and up to the first row on her fourth with Bob responding
as described.

Alice will have to move left on her fifth turn. If she goes left more than
one square, then (2, n —1) will become a dead end. Since (1, k) is also a
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dead end, Alice will be unable to take at least one of the squares in the
the rectangle { ( j j )|1 < j < 3, k < l < n) and Bob will win. But if Alice
goes left only one square on her fifth turn, Bob’s fifth move will be right
to (1, n —2). Alice and Bob will, then, each move down a single square on
their sixth turns and Alice will be trapped. She will have taken a total of
(n — k) + 6 squares, while Bob will have taken 2(n — k) + 4 squares. Since
n > 6 (for n — 4, there is no k such that 2 < k < | and, in any case, we
have already shown that Bob wins on the 4 x 4 board), n — k > | > 3.
Thus 2(n + k) + 4 > [n —k) + 6 and Bob wins.
• If Alice goes left all the way to (2,1) on her second turn, Bob will go left to
(4, k + 1) on his second turn and then up to (1, k + 1) on his third. Bob will
end up taking all of the squares in columns k + 1 through n for a total of at
least 2n squares (since k < |) , while Alice will be cut off from at least k — 1 of
the remaining squares - a clear win for Bob.
• Finally, if Alice goes left no further than column 2 on her second turn, Bob will
go left all the way to (4,1) on his. If Alice then moves up on her third turn,
Bob will go up one square on his third turn and then all the way back across to
(3, n) on his fourth. That will give him all 2n squares in the bottom two rows,
while Alice will be able to take at most 2n — 2 squares in the top two rows, so
Bob will win. If Alice, instead, goes down on her third turn, Bob will go up to
(1,1) and Alice will be unable to stop Bob from sliding all the way across the
top row to (l,7i) on his fourth turn for a total of 2n + 2 squares. Since th at’s
more than half the squares of the grid, Bob would win.
And what if Alice goes left again on her third turn? Then Bob’s third move will
be up a single square to (3,1). If Alice’s fourth move is either left once more
or up, then Bob will go all the way right to (3, n) on his fourth turn and Alice
will be unable to stop him from taking (2, n) on his fifth turn. That would give
Bob 2n + 1 squares and the win. On the other hand, if Alice goes down on her
fourth move, Bob would go up to (1,1) on his and we would be in the same
situation as after Alice moved down on her third turn: she would be unable to
stop Bob from sliding all the way right across the top row, taking at least 2n + 2
squares and winning.
Thus we have shown that, regardless of where Alice starts, Bob will win Tronoo
on the 4 x n board with n even. Having already shown that Bob will either win or
tie when n is odd, this completes the proof of Claim 4.1.10.
□
As noted earlier, in order to show that a player wins a particular board, we must
show that he or she has a winning response to each of the other player’s possible
moves. As the number of possible moves grows with board size for Tronoo, it became
increasingly important, but also increasingly difficult to find strategies which cover
significant numbers of these possibilities together. One can see from the proof of
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Claim 4.1.10 how burdensome it can become to to deal with all of the possible moves
each player has even on the relatively small 4 x n boards.
Also, as the size of the board increases, not only does the freedom of movement
for each player increase generally, but, in particular, so does their ability to stay away
from the edges of the board longer. Our strategies often involve one player being cut
off from a sufficient number of squares for the other player to win and this is generally
dependent on proximity to the edge of the board. Thus for larger boards we would
likely have to deal with longer and longer sequences of moves before finding a position
where it became clear that one player would be able to win.
We decided therefore, after working on the 4 x n game, that rather than trying
to press on directly to the larger boards for Tronoo, it could be more productive to
consider our other variations of Tron and perhaps gain a new perspective on Tron^
in the process. Nevertheless, we did spend some time considering the 5 x n game of
Tronoo and found the following partial result.
Claim 4.1.11. Alice can do no better than a tie on any 5 x n board with n even and
she will lose on any 5 x n board with n odd if she does not start in the central square.
Proof. The combination of Lemmas 4.1.7 and 4.1.8 tells us that the only starting
squares on a 5 x n board from which Alice may have a chance of not losing are the
central square(s) and the (non-edge) squares in rows 2 and 4. Symmetry allows us to
limit the possible starting squares we must consider for Alice to {(2, k)\2 < k < ^^yi}
and the central square(s). Further, we don’t really need to consider the central
square(s). If n is even, we already know by Lemma 4.1.5 that Alice can do no better
than a tie if she plays in a central square. And the claim says nothing about what
happens if she plays in the central square when n is odd - just what happens if she
doesn’t play in the central square. Thus the remaining starting squares that we must
consider for Alice are {(2, k)\2 < k < y y 1}.
We will treat n odd and n even separately. We begin by assuming n is odd and
Alice starts in square (2, k). We consider the following cases based on the value of k:
b
k

— n+l
2
The square (2, y y ) is a non-central square in the middle-most column of an
odd number of columns, so by Lemma 4.1.8, Alice would lose if she starts there.

b
k

— n~1
2
If Alice starts in square (2, y y ), then Bob will start in the central square,
(3, y ^ ), and win. If Alice goes left or right on her second turn, Bob will go in
the same direction to the edge of the board on his second turn. His third move
will then be down one square, followed by going all the way back across the
board in the opposite direction of his second move (completing his capture of
the whole fourth row) and, ultimately, taking all of the squares of the bottom
row as well. This would give him more than half of the third row, plus the
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entirety of the fourth and fifth rows. Since that is more than half of the squares
of the grid, Bob would win.
Similarly, if Alice goes up or down on her second turn, Bob will go all the way
to the edge of the board in the same direction on his second turn, right one
square on his third and back across the board on his fourth. He will then be
able to take all of the squares in columns
through n at his leisure. Again,
this will give Bob more than half the board and the win.
2 < k < ^
If Alice’s starting square is (2, k) for some 2 < k <
then Bob will start in
(2, k + 1). Note that this puts Bob left of the middle-most column. If Alice goes
either up or down on her second turn, Bob’s strategy will be the same as above:
he will move in the same direction as Alice, all the way to the edge of the board,
then right one square and back across the board in the other direction, followed
by taking all of the remaining squares on the right side of the boundary created
by his earlier moves. Since he would then have taken all of the squares in the
middle-most column and the columns to its right, he would again have taken
more than half the squares of the board - again, a win for Bob.
If Alice’s second move was, instead, to the left, then Bob would go right to
(2, 2 ^ ). If Alice moves up or down on her third turn, Bob will once again
employ the pattern of moves above to take more than half the squares of the
board. (This time he may have only taken 2 squares in the middle-most column,
but he will also have taken at least one additional square to the left of the
middle-most column, so the result will still be a win for Bob.)
On the other hand, if Alice goes left again on her third turn, then Bob’s third
move will be down one square to (3, IL|^). Now, if Alice goes left again or down
on her fourth turn, Bob can employ the same strategy we’ve seen repeatedly
to take more than half the squares. If she, instead, goes up on her fourth turn
(which will put her in the first row), then Bob will go down a single square
to (4,22y i ). Alice will then have to go either right or left on her fifth turn;
whichever direction she chooses, Bob will go in the same direction to the edge
of the board. Alice will then be unable to stop him from taking all of the
squares in the bottom row, the rest of the squares in the fourth row and the
^ remaining squares on one side or the central square. This will once again
give Bob more than half the squares of the board
Thus we have shown that Bob will win if Alice starts in (2, k) for any 2 < k <
and, hence, that Alice will lose if she starts anywhere but the central square.
Now let us assume that n is even. We will once again consider three cases based
on the value of k.
k = -2
If Alice starts in (2, |) , Bob will start in (3, |) . If Alice goes up on her second
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turn, Bob will go down one square to (4, k) on his second turn. Alice would then
have to go either right or left. Either way, Bob would play in the same direction
to the edge of the board. Alice would then be unable to prevent Bob from (on
subsequent turns) taking the entire bottom row and all of the remaining squares
on one side of column | in rows 1 through 4. That would give Bob at least
n + 2 (|) + 2 ( | —1) = 3n —2 squares which (since n even and n > 5 implies
n > 6) is more than half the 5n squares of the board.
On the other hand, if Alice goes left or right on her second turn, Bob would,
again, play in the same direction all the way to the edge of the board. This
time, Alice would be unable to stop Bob from going down one square on his
third turn, then all the way back across the width of the board on his fourth,
and finally taking the entire first row on subsequent turns. This would give Bob
So Bob can at least force a tie when n is even and Alice
at least | + 2n =
starts in (2, |) .
*= ! - 1
Bob’s strategy when n is even and Alice begins in square (2, | — 1) is nearly
identical to his plan when n is odd and Alice starts in (2,2^ ) . He will start in
(3, |) . Bob will then do the same thing as in the odd case: whichever direction
Alice moves in on her second turn, Bob will play in the same direction to the
edge of the board on his second turn. Then on his next two turns he will
move over one square, away from Alice (i.e., down if their initial moves were
horizontal, right if their initial moves were vertical), and then back all the way
across the board in the opposite direction of his second turn. After this he will
have divided the board in such a way that he can take all of the remaining
squares on “his side” without interference from Alice. This maneuver will give
him either all of the squares in columns | + 1 through n plus three squares in
column | (which would be more than half of the board) or all the squares in
rows 4 and 5 plus at least half of the squares in row 3. So Bob can do no worse
than a tie.
2<k<l
Again, Bob’s strategy is very similar to the equivalent case for n odd. In fact,
it is so similar that we will not repeat it here and will just note the major
differences: if Alice’s second move is to the left, Bob’s will be to (2, | ) (as
opposed to (2,I^ ) ) and, in the end, while he will again take all of the squares
in both the fourth and fifth rows, he may only take | squares in the third row.
However, he will still win since, in addition to the
just mentioned, he will
also have taken at least two squares in row 2 (his starting square and (2, |) ) .
Thus we have shown that Bob can force at least a tie when n is even and Alice
starts in (2, k) for 2 < k < §. Since we have also shown that, for n even, Bob can
win if Alice starts in any of the other non-central squares and force a tie when she
does start in a central square, this proves our assertion that Alice will either tie or
lose Tronoo on any 5 x n even board.
□
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With the proof of Claim 4.1.11, we have now proved all of the assertions of Theo
rem 4.1.1. This theorem contains what we know about the ultimate results of a game
of Tronoo on an m x n board in the plane and, unfortunately, is somewhat lacking for
m > 6. However, while we don’t know whether, in the end, Alice or Bob will win on
these larger boards, we do know a bit about where Alice should (or should not) start
if she wants to have any chance not to lose.
Proposition 4.1.12. On any m x n board, Alice will lose a game of Tron^ if her
starting square is not at least one of the following:
• a central square
• in a middle-most row/column of an even dimension
• in a next to middle-most row/column of an odd dimension.
If both m and n are odd, Alice will also lose if her starting square is one of the
four squares diagonally next to the central square (i.e., if her starting square is in
both a next to middle-most row and a next to middle-most column).
Finally, Alice will also lose on any m x n board if her starting square is not more
than a quarter of the way from the edge in each direction. That is, if Alice’s starting
square is (j, k) she will lose if j < ^ or j > —■+ 1 or k < | or k >
+ 1.
Proof. We begin by treating first the assertion that when m and n are odd, Alice will
lose if she starts in a square diagonally next to the central square. By symmetry, we
may assume that her starting square is the one of these four in the upper left hand
quadrant - square (2i2j = - f , ). Bob will then start in the central square. If we now
drop the assumption that m < n , we can instead assume, without loss of generality,
that Alice moves horizontally. However far Alice moves, Bob will move in the same
direction (left or right) all the way to the edge of the grid. Then there is nothing that
Alice can do to stop him from moving down one square on his next turn and then
all the way back across the grid on the following turn. Bob will then have taken
squares in the middle-most row, plus all n squares in the row below the middle-most,
and will have sole access to the squares below that. Since that adds up to more than
half of the squares of the grid, Bob wins.
Now, to return to the earlier part of the proposition, assume that Alice chooses a
starting square which is not a central square, not in a middle-most row/column of an
even dimension and not in a next to middle-most row/column of an odd dimension.
We may also assume that Alice’s starting square isn’t in the middle-most row/column
of an odd dimension, since we have already shown that Alice will lose if she starts
there (Lemma 4.1.8). We once again assume, without loss of generality, that Alice’s
starting square is in the upper left had quadrant. If her starting square is (j, k), then
Bob will start in square (j + 1, A; + 1) - one diagonal step closer to the center of the
grid. Note that j + 1 < y and k + 1 < y .
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The idea is the same as above - dropping the assumption that m < n allows us
to assume that Alice moves horizontally. Bob will move in the same direction all the
way to the edge, then move down one row and back all the way across. This time we
don’t know how many squares Bob took in his initial row, except that it must have
been at least two. We also don’t know precisely which row he is in after he moves
down, but we do know that it is no lower than the middle-most row, if the number of
rows is odd, or the lower of the two middle-most rows, if the number of rows is even.
Either way, since he took at least two squares in the initial row, all of the squares
in a middle-most row and he can then take all of the squares below that middlemost
row, the result is a win for Bob.
For the last assertion of the proposition, we now need only consider starting
squares for Alice which are either in a middle-most row/column of an even dimension
or in the next to middle-most row/column of an odd dimension and a quarter or less
of the way from the edge. If we, yet again, drop the assumption that m < n, then we
may assume instead that the edge Alice’s starting square is a quarter or less of the
way from is the left and that, if the number of rows is even, her starting square is in
the upper of the two middle-most rows.
If Alice’s starting squares is (j, k), Bob will begin is square (j, k + 1). If Alice
moves to the left (however many squares), Bob will move one square to the right. He
will continue to do this until Alice decides to move either up or down. Since Alice can
make no more than J —1 moves to the left before reaching the edge, then if Bob is in
column l when Alice decides to move vertically, we must have / < | - so Bob will be
no further right than column | if n is even or 2=d if n is odd. When Alice does move
vertically, Bob will follow the now familiar procedure of playing in the same direction
to the edge of the board, then moving one square to the right, and then back all the
way across the board in the opposite direction. If n is odd, this will give Bob all of
the squares in columns + ti through n (and at least one additional square in column
) - more than half of the squares in the grid. If n is even, he will again have taken
more than half the squares in the grid, having captured all of the squares in columns
| + 1 through n and at least one square in column | . So Bob will win, either way. □
Proposition 4.1.12 narrows the number of starting squares we must treat for Alice
on an m x n board significantly. Still, the number of cases remaining to consider
may be burdensome, due to the number of choices players will have on other turns.
(Recall the proof of Claim 4.1.10, in which we only considered starting squares for
Alice in {(2, k)\2 < k < ^^dd} on the 4 x n board.) So, as previously mentioned, rather
than continuing to press for further results on Tronoo on larger boards in the plane,
we decided to consider other variations of Tron. We did this with the hope that, in
addition to being interesting in and of themselves, results in these other variations
might lend us some insight as to how better to deal with Tron^ on larger boards.
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4.2

T r o n max

Recall that Tronmax is our variation of Tron where each player, on a given turn, may
choose the direction of his or her move and must move as far as possible in that
direction. Tronmax is a much simpler game to analyze than Tronoo. Regardless of
the size of the grid, each player will have no more than four possible moves on their
second turn and no more than two possible moves on any subsequent turn. Thus,
even if there are a large number of combinations of potential starting squares to
consider, the number of cases to consider arising from any particular combination of
starting squares is much more limited than in Tronoo. This reduction in the number
of alternatives allowed us to find nearly complete results for Tronmax.
Theorem 4.2.1. A game of Tronmax played on an m x n grid embedded in the plane
(with n assumed, without loss of generality, to be greater than or equal to m), in
which both players play rationally, will have the following outcomes for a board with
the given dimensions:
1 x n - Alice wins when n is odd; the game is a tie if n is even.
2 x n - the game is a tie for all n.
3 x n - Bob wins when n > 6. For 3 < n < 5,
• Bob wins on the 3 x 3 board,
• the game on the 3 x 4 board is a tie,
• Alice wins on the 3 x 5 board.
4 x n - Bob either wins or ties for all n.
5 x n - Bob wins when n > 6.
m x n - Bob wins when m > 6.
Let’s compare these results to those for Tronoo in the plane. For m — 1 and m — 2,
the results are precisely the same for the two games. This is hardly surprising since
the 1 x n game is all about how Alice’s choice of starting square divides the board
and in the 2 x n case, the strategies each player utilized to guarantee a tie for Tronoo
can be replicated for Tronmax. (We will take a closer look at this shortly.) But things
become more interesting when m = 3, where Bob now wins for all n > 6 and, most
notably, loses on the 3 x 5 board. But this might be the only board Alice wins in
Tronmax in the plane that she didn’t also win in Tronoo, since the biggest difference
in our results is that for Tronmax we know what happens on all boards with m > 5
and n > 6 and what happens is that Bob wins.
Our approach to proving Theorem 4.2.1 will be the same as we used for The
orem 4.1.1 - rather than constructing one large proof, we will treat the assertions
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through a series of claims which we will prove individually. The proofs of these
claims, taken together, will then prove the theorem. We will assume throughout this
section that the game each claim or lemma refers to is Tronmax (played rationally by
both players) and that (unless otherwise noted) nn < n.
Claim 4.2.2. For 1 x n boards, Alice wins when n is odd, while boards with even n
result in a tie.
Proof. The proof is identical to the proof of the equivalent claim for Tronoo. Rather
than repeating it here, we refer you back to the proof of Claim 4.1.2.
□
Before considering the other specific boards for Tronmax, we will make a few obser
vations which hold for Tronmax generally. The first of these is particularly important,
since in many of our proofs, we will want to talk about players “spiralling in” to take
all the squares of a particular rectangle.
Lemma 4.2.3 (The Spiral Lemma). If a player enters an empty k x l rectangle
through a corner square, with the edges of the rectangle, apart from the entry point,
being impassable (they may be on the edges of the board or the squares in the next
column/row outside the rectangle may have been captured by either player), the player
can capture all of the squares of the rectangle. (We assume no intereference from the
other player - the other player must not be within the rectangle at any time.)4
Proof. We will show this by induction on k, the number of rows in the rectangle.
Base Case: Consider a 1 x l rectangle. By symmetry, there are two ways that a
player can enter this rectangle: horizontally or vertically. If the player enters
horizontally, he will take all of the squares on a single turn. If he enters vertically,
he will take the corner square but be blocked from going further vertically. If
Z — 1, we are done, as he will have captured the only square of the rectangle.
If Z> 2, he will take the remaining squares on his next turn by moving in the
only open horizontal direction (since this is Tronmax, he must move as far as he
is able to, which will be as far as the other edge of the rectangle).
Inductive Step: Assume this is true for a k x l rectangle for k = j and for all l G N.
We must show that it is also true for a k x l rectangle with k = j + 1 for all
l e N.
Again, there are only two symmetrically distinct ways a player can enter this
rectangle. If he enters horizontally, he will capture all of the squares in either
the top or bottom row. He will be stopped in the other corner of the side he
captures by the impassable edge of the rectangle. The remaining squares of
4Note that the Spiral Lemma, unlike most of the others in this paper, does not deal directly with
the outcome of a game. It speaks only to a player’s ability to take a certain set of squares. Whether
taking these squares will result in a win, loss, or tie for that player will depend on the specifics of
the game to which the lemma is applied.
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the original rectangle will form a j x l rectangle with impassable edges which
the player will enter through a corner square on his next turn. By assumption,
he can capture all of the squares in this smaller rectangle and, therefore, will
capture all of the squares of the original (j + 1) x l rectangle.
On the other hand, if the player enters the (j + 1) x / rectangle vertically, he
will capture either the left-most or right-most column of the rectangle, being
stopped in the other corner of the side he captures by the impassable edge of
the rectangle. If Z = 1, we are done. Otherwise, on his next turn, the player
will move horizontally and capture the other side of the rectangle (either the
top row or the bottom row) to which the corner he ended his first move on
belongs. Again, he will be stopped at a corner by the impassable edge of the
rectangle. The remaining squares of the original rectangle will now form a j x l'
rectangle (with l' — l — 1) with impassable edges which the player will enter
through a corner square on his next turn. By assumption, he can capture all of
the squares in this smaller rectangle and, therefore, will be able to capture all
of the squares of the original (jf + 1) x l rectangle.

□
We will make frequent enough use of this result that we will often just talk about
a player “spiralling” without explicitly referencing the lemma. We also note that it
is not strictly necessary for the edges of the rectangle to be totally impassable, so
long as the corners are impassable in the direction the player approaches them. The
player will still be able to take all of the squares of the rectangle; the main difference
would be that, rather than being trapped within the rectangle, he might still be able
to go elsewhere if doing so would be profitable for him. As such, we may at times
talk about a player or players spiralling even when the rectangle in question doesn’t
quite satisfy the hypotheses of the Spiral Lemma.
Some of the lemmas we proved for Tron^ have analogues for Tronmax which will
again prove to be useful. Two of these are Lemma 4.1.3 and Lemma 4.1.5:
Lemma 4.2.4. On an m x n board with both m and n even, Bob can force a tie by
copying Alice’s moves point symmetrically for the entire game.
Proof We note here that every move in a game of Tronmax in the plane is also a
possible move in the same position in a game of Tron^ in the plane. In the proof of
Lemma 4.1.3, we showed that in a game of Tronoo on an m x n board in the plane,
with both m and n even, Bob could always point symmetrically copy any of Alice’s
possible moves and that doing so would result in the game being a tie. Thus the
proof of Lemma 4.1.3 also proves Lemma 4.2.4.
□
Lemma 4.2.5. On an m x n board with one dimension even and the other odd, if
Alice plays in a central square, Bob can force a tie by playing point symmetrically.
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Proof. Again, our proof of the equivalent lemma for Tronoo showed that Bob could
always point symmetrically copy any possible move of Alice’s. So the proof of
Lemma 4.1.5 also proves Lemma 4.2.5.
□
As we did for Tronoo, we can use these lemmas to help prove our claim about the
2 x n boards.
Claim 4.2.6. The 2 x n game results in a tie.
Proof. Lemma 4.2.4 ensures that Bob can at least tie the game when n is even. We
now show that he cannot win such a game. Consider what happens when Alice starts
in (1, |) . If Bob starts anywhere but (2, ^), then Alice will be able to go down to (2, | )
on her second turn. Then the squares to one side of this column (which side depends
on the location of Bob’s starting square) will satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 4.2.3,
so Alice will be able to take all the squares. This will give her a total of at least |
squares (including the two squares of her original column), so she can do no worse
than a tie. On the other hand, if Bob does start in (2, |) , Alice’s second move will
be to the right. To avoid losing, Bob will also have to go to the right on his second
turn, and each player will end up with | -f- 1 squares. Since Alice can guarantee a tie
by starting in (1, f ) and we know that she can do no better than a tie wherever she
starts, when both players play rationally, the result of a 2 x n even game of Tronmax
in the plane must be a tie.
For n odd, we know by Lemma 4.2.5 that Bob can force a tie if Alice plays in a
central square. In order to show that the 2 x n board is a tie, then, we must show
that Alice cannot win by starting in a non-central square and that she too can force
a tie when she does start in a central square.
If Alice doesn’t start in a central square, we may assume without loss of generality
that she starts in (1, k) for some k <
Bob, then, will start in (1, k + 1). Whatever
Alice’s second move, Bob will go down to (2, k + 1) on his second move and then (by
Lemma 4.2.3) be able to take all of the squares to the right of that column for a total
of at least n + 1 squares and the win. So Alice will lose the 2 x n odd game if she
doesn’t start in a central square.
If Alice does start in a central square, we assume without loss of generality that
she starts in (1,!^ ) . If Bob doesn’t start in the other central square, then Alice will
be able to go down to (2,
and, on subsequent turns, take all of the squares to one
side of the middle-most column (by Lemma 4.2.3), for a total of n + 1 squares and the
win. So if Bob is playing rationally, he must start in (2, r^ ) . Then whatever choices
the players make the result will be a tie. By symmetry, we may assume Alice’s second
move is to the right. If Bob also moves to the right, they will each get
squares,
while if Bob moves to the left, he will take all the squares left of the middle-most
column , but Alice will get all of the squares to the right (Lemma 4.2.3 again). Either
way, the two players will end up with the same number of squares - a tie.
□
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Another Tron^ lemma with a Tronmax analogue is Lemma 4.1.7, which will again
be useful in narrowing down the potential starting squares for Alice on boards with
m > 3.
Lemma 4.2.7. On an m x n board with m , n > 3, if Alice starts on the edge,” that
is, if her starting square is in row 1 or m or column 1 or n, she will lose.
Proof. The idea of the proof is basically be the same as the equivalent proof for
Tronoo, though the details will be slightly different. We drop the assumption that
m < n so that we may assume, without loss of generality, that Alice starts in row
1. If Alice’s starting square is (1, k), Bob will start immediately below her in (2, k).
Alice will have to go either left or right on her second turn. Whichever way she goes,
Bob will go in the same direction. They will then either each have taken k squares
or each have taken n — k + 1 squares. Alice will be trapped and unable to take any
further squares, while Bob will be able to move down (since m > 3) and will take at
least one more row worth of squares for an easy win.
□
A Tronoo lemma to which we will not introduce a Tronmax version is Lemma 4.1.8,
which stated that Alice would lose if, on an m x n board with at least one of m or
n odd, she started in a square that was in the middle-most row/column of an odd
dimension, but not in a central square. While this is in fact true in Tronmax, it
doesn’t work in the same way as in Tronoo. So for Tronmax in the plane, rather than
trying to prove an overall lemma about this type of situation, we will just handle
it as necessary within each of our claims. Thus, when trying to prove the following
claim about the 3 x n boards, while we can eliminate starting squares for Alice which
are on the edge by Lemma 4.2.7, we must still consider all of the remaining squares
(though symmetry will allow us to reduce this further).
Claim 4.2.8. The results on a 3 x n board will be as follows:
3 x 3 - Bob wins,
3 x 4 - a tie,
3 x 5 - Alice wins,
3 x n - Bob wins when n > 6.
Proof. We will start with the 3 x 3 board. We know by Lemma 4.2.7 that Alice
will lose if she starts anywhere but the central square. If Alice does start in the
central square, Bob will start in the bottom right hand corner. The analysis, then, is
precisely the same as in the Tronoo case (see the proof of Claim 4.1.9). If Alice moves
“towards” Bob on her second turn, we may assume that she moves to (2, 3), but then
she will be unable to prevent Bob taking the rest of the bottom row on his second
turn and then the last two squares of the first column on his third for a total of 5
squares and the win. If Alice moves “away from” Bob on her second turn, we may
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assume that she goes to (2,1). Bob will, then, go up (to (1,3)) on his second turn to
create the position in Figure 4.20. If Alice goes up on her third turn, she will end up
with only 3 squares to Bob’s 4, while if she goes down, she’ll get 4, but Bob will get
5. Thus Bob wins the 3 x 3 game of Tronmax in the plane.

Figure 4.20: Position on the 3 x 3 board after Alice moves away from Bob on her second turn and
Bob goes up.

For the 3 x 4 board, Lemma 4.2.7 once again tells us that Alice will lose if she
doesn’t start in one of the central squares. We assume, without loss of generality,
that she starts in (2, 2). Lemma 4.2.5 implies that Bob can at least tie the game if
he plays in the other central square and plays point symmetrically. Can he do any
better than a tie? The answer is no, but since the analysis is (again) precisely the
same as in Tronoo in the plane, rather than repeating it here we refer you to the
relevant section of the proof of Claim 4.1.9. Since Bob can get a tie when Alice starts
in a central square, but can’t do better than a tie when she starts there, the result of
a 3 x 4 game of Tronmax in the plane is a tie.
Before looking at the 3 x 5 board, we will show that Bob will win on any 3 x n
board with n > 6.
First we will show that Alice will lose if she doesn’t start in a central square for
any 3 x n board. We already know, by Lemma 4.2.7, that she will lose if she starts in
the first or third row, or in (2,1) or (2, n). By symmetry, the remaining squares we
must consider are those of the set {(2, A:)|2 < k < |} . We may assume n > 5 since
that set is empty for n < 5.
If Alice starts in (2, k) for some k < | , then Bob will start in (2,1). If Alice
goes left on her second turn, the Bob will go right on his. Whichever direction (up
or down) Alice plays in on her third turn, Bob will play in the opposite direction,
and then each will take the remainder of the row they are in. Each player will then
have taken a full row of n squares plus whatever squares they took in the second row.
Since Bob was in square (2, k + 1), he will have taken n — k squares in the second
row and, since k < §, that means he will have taken more than half of the squares
in the second row. Combined with the n squares he took in either the first or third
row, this will give him more than half the board and the win.
On the other hand, if Alice moves vertically on her second turn, we may assume
without loss of generality that she goes up to (1 ,k). Bob will again go right on
his second turn. On her third turn, Alice must go either right or left. If she went
right, she would trap herself with a total of n — k + 2 squares while Bob would go
down on his second turn and left on his third (and still not be done since k ^ 1) for
2n — k squares through three turns and a clear win. But if Alice instead goes left
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to (1,1) on her third turn, Bob will go down to (3,n) on his. The remaining moves
are forced: Alice will move down to (3,1) and Bob will go left to (3,2), trapping her.
Bob will then, by Lemma 4.2.3, take the remaining squares (if there are any) in the
1 x (k — 2) rectangle made up of the squares {(2, Z)|2 < l < k — 1}. This will give
Bob (n — k) + (n — 1) + (k — 2) = 2n — 3 squares to l + k + 2 = k + 3 < | + 3 for
Alice. Since n > 5, we have f + 3 < n +1 < 2n —3 and Bob wins. So, henceforth, the
only starting squares we must consider for Alice on the 3 x n board are the central
squares.
Consider a 3 x n board with n > 6 on which Alice starts in the central square,
(2, k) where k = | if n is even and k =
if n is odd. (Note that we must have
k > 3.) Bob will start in (2, n —1). By symmetry, Alice has three distinct possible
second moves: up, left, and right.
• If Alice goes up on her second turn, Bob will go right. If Alice then goes right
on her third turn she will trap herself with a total of n —k + 2 < n squares. Bob,
meanwhile, will go down on his third turn and left on his fourth after which,
by Lemma 4.2.3, he will be able to take all of the squares in the rectangle
formed by the first two rows in columns 1 through k — 1. This will give him
2 + n + 2(k — 1) = n + 2k > 2n squares for a clear win.
On the other hand, if Alice goes left on her third turn and Bob goes down, then
the remaining moves are forced: Alice will go down to (3,1), Bob will go left
to (3,2), trapping Alice, and then, by Lemma 4.2.3, he will take the squares
{(2, l)\2 < l < k —1}. Alice will end up with l + k + 2 = k + 3 < n squares,
while Bob will have taken 2 + (n —1) + (fc —2) = n + k — 1 > n squares - a win
for Bob.
• If Alice goes left on her second turn, so will Bob. This will put Bob in (2, k +1)
after his second move. Then whichever direction Alice goes in on her third turn
(we will assume without loss of generality that she goes up), Bob will go in the
same direction on his. Alice will have to move right on her fourth turn and then
be trapped, having taken 2k < n + 1 squares. Bob’s fourth move will be right
to (l,n ), then he will go down to (3,n) and left to (3,1). This will give him a
total of (n —k —1) + [n —k) + 1 + n = 3n —2k > 2n — 1 squares and the win.
• And if Alice goes right on her second turn (to (2, n —2)), Bob will go up on his
(to (l,7i —1)). Alice can then either go up or down on her third turn.
If she goes up (to ( l , n — 2)), the moves from there forward will be forced.
Bob will go right to (1 ,n) on his third move. On their fourth moves, Alice
will go left to (1,1) and Bob will go down to (3, n). Then, finally, Alice’s fifth
move will be down to (3,1) and Bob’s will be left to (3, 2) after which (by
Lemma 4.2.3) he will take the squares of the 1 x (k — 2) rectangle consisting
of the squares of the second row from (2,2) to (2, k — 1). This sequence will
give Alice (n — k — l) + (n —2 ) + 2 — 2n — k — 1 squares while Bob will get
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4 -f (n —1) + (k —2) = n + k + 1. Since f c > f , n + £; + l > ^ - > 2?2 —k — 1, so
this would be a win for Bob.
If, alternatively, Alice goes down (to (3, n —2)) on her third turn, then Bob
will go left (to (1,1)) on his. Alice could now go right on her fourth turn, but
doing so would give her only (n —k — l) + 3 + 2 = n —&+ 4 < n + 1 squares
while Bob, who would go down on his fourth turn and right on his fifth, would
get 1 + (n —1) + 1 + (n — 3) = 2n — 2 squares and an easy win. If, instead,
she goes left on her fourth turn (to (3,1)), then Bob’s fifth move will be down
to (2,1), trapping Alice, after which he will go right to capture squares (2,2)
through (2, k — 1). This will give Alice (n —k — 1) + (n —2) = 2n — k —3
squares to l + (n —1) + (k — l) = n + k — 1 squares for Bob. And since k > | ,
2n — k — 3 < y ~ 3 < n + k — 3 < n + k — 1 and Bob wins.
Thus, since we have demonstrated a winning response for Bob to any of Alice’s
possible moves, we have shown that Bob wins Tronmax on the 3 x n board when n > 6.
Let us now return to the one remaining case we have yet to cover - the 3 x 5
board. We will show that if Alice starts in the central square, (2,3), then she has a
winning response to each of Bob’s possible moves and, therefore, Alice wins the 3 x 5
game. By symmetry, the only starting squares we must consider for Bob are (2,4),
(2,5), (3,3), (3,4), and (3,5).
Having just seen the strategy that Bob used to win the 3 x n game for n > 6,
it would be natural to imagine that Bob might be able to do something similar for
the 3 x 5 game by starting in either (2,4) or (2,5). But starting in (2,5) would be
disastrous for Bob, as Alice would just go right to (2,4) on her second move and then,
whichever direction Bob goes in on his second turn, up or down, Alice would play in
the same direction and trap him. Bob would only get 2 squares while Alice would
already have taken 3 (and would be able to take many more).
Bob doesn’t get outscored anywhere near as badly if he starts in (2,4), but Alice
is still able to win by going left on her second turn. If Bob moves vertically on his
second turn, we may assume without loss of generality that he moves up. But then
he will be unable to stop Alice from moving down on her third turn and right on her
fourth, capturing the entire bottom row. Added to the 3 squares that she already
captured in the second row, this will give Alice 8 of the 15 total squares and the
win. And what if Bob moves right on his second turn? Then Alice will move up on
her third. If Bob goes down on his third turn, then Alice will once again be able to
take another entire row (this time the top row) in addition to the 3 squares she has
captured in the second row, giving her 8 squares and the win. But if Bob goes up on
his third turn, then when Alice goes right on her fourth to (1,4), Bob will be trapped
having taken only 3 squares while Alice will have taken 7.
So Bob clearly loses if he plays in the second row, but playing in the third row
won’t improve matters. If Bob plays in any of (3,3), (3,4) or (3,5), Alice will go right
on her second turn. Bob will have at most two possible choices for his second move
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- right or left. Even if moving right is an option (i.e., if he started in either (3,3)
or (3,4), it is not an option Bob would want to take, since he would trap himself
having taken only 2 or 3 squares while Alice will already have taken 3 squares and
will certainly be able to take more. So Bob must go left to (3,1) on his second turn.
Alice will go up to (1,5) on her third turn and from here their plays are forced. Bob
must go up to (1,1) on his third turn, then Alice will slide across to (1,2) on her
fourth to trap him, before finally moving down to (2,2) and getting stuck herself.
Bob will have taken at most (if he started in (3,5)5) 5 + 2 = 7 squares to a total of
3 + 4 + 1 = 8 for Alice.
No matter where Bob starts on the 3 x 5 board when Alice starts in (2,3), Alice
will be able to win - so Alice wins the 3 x 5 game of Tronmax in the plane.
□
Claim 4.2.9. Bob either wins or ties in Tronoo on a 4 x n board for all n.
Proof. Much of the work to prove this claim has already been done. Lemma 4.2.4 tells
us that Bob can at least get a tie when n is even, regardless of Alice’s starting squares.
Thus we have already shown that the claim holds for even n. Prom Lemma 4.2.5, we
know that Bob can also get at least a tie when n is odd and Alice starts in a central
square. So it only remains to show that on 4 x n boards with n odd, Bob can either
get a tie or win when Alice doesn’t start in a central square. By the combination of
Lemma 4.2.7 and symmetry, the only starting squares we need to consider are those
in the set {(2, k)|2 < k <
Suppose Alice starts in square (2, k) for some 2 < k <
and Bob starts in
square (3, n — k + 1) - the point symmetric starting square. We must consider Bob’s
responses to Alice’s four possible second moves.
• If Alice goes right, then Bob will go left. This creates a point symmetric position,
with each player having taken the same number of squares on their first turns.
It also creates a barrier in the center of the board which ensures that Alice will
never be able to make a move that Bob cannot copy point symmetrically. (Even
if they each ended a move in column
(which is actually not possible from
this position), it would be impossible for Alice to move across the horizontal
axis of symmetry towards Bob.) Thus Bob can achieve a tie by copying the
remainder of Alice’s moves point symmetrically.
• If Alice goes up, Bob will go left. Alice would clearly lose if she went left on her
third turn, since she would then be able to take only 2k < n — 1 squares, while
Bob, after going down on his third turn and right on his fourth would already
have 2n — k squares (with more to come since k > 1). So we will assume that
Alice goes left (to (l,n )) on her third turn and Bob will go down (to (4,1)) on
his. From there, the play is forced. Alice will go down to (4, n) and Bob will go
right to (4, n —1), trapping Alice, before going up to (2, n —1) and left to (2, k + 1)
5This is the Tronmax game we saw as an example in Section 3.3.
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and becoming trapped himself. Alice will have taken 2 + (n —k) + 3 = n —k + 5
squares to (n — k + 1) + (n — 1) + 1 + (n —k —2) = 3n —2k — 1 for Bob. Since
n > 5 and 2 < k <
we have n — k + 5 < 2n — k < 2n < Sn — 2k — 1, so
this sequence gives a win for Bob.
• If Alice goes left, Bob will go right. Alice can then go either up or down on
her third turn. If she goes down, Bob will go up. Then the fourth moves for
each player are forced (Alice must go right and Bob must go left) and will
result in both players being trapped. Since Bob has copied Alice’s moves point
symmetrically throughout the game, the result is a tie.
On the other hand, if Alice goes up (to (1,1)) on her third turn, Bob will go
down (to (4, n)). Again, the remaining moves are forced: Alice will go right (to
(l,n)) on her fourth turn, while Bob will go left (to (4,1)). Alice will go down
on her fifth turn (to (2, n)) and Bob will go up (to (3,1)). Finally, Alice will go
left (to (2, k + 1)) on her sixth turn, followed by Bob going right (to (3, n — k))
on his. In the resulting position, Alice has captured every square of the top
two rows while Bob has done the same in the bottom two rows. The outcome,
therefore, is a tie.
• If Alice goes down on her second turn, Bob will again go right. Alice would
clearly lose if she then went right on her third turn, since she would trap herself
immediately having taken a total of only n — + 3 < n + 1 squares, while Bob,
after going up on his third turn and left on his fourth would already have taken
n + k + 1 squares (and would still be able to take more).
We assume, then, that Alice goes left (to (4,1)) on her third turn. Bob, in
response, will go up (to (1, n)). After Alice goes up to (1,1) on her fourth turn,
Bob will go left to (1,2), trapping Alice who will have taken 2 + k + 3 = k + b
squares. Bob may or may not be trapped at this point as well, depending on
whether or not k = 2. But he will already have taken k + 1 + (n — 1) = k + n
squares and since n > 5, this is enough to guarantee him at least a tie.
So whatever Alice’s second move, if she starts in (2, k) for some 2 < k < 23y l, Bob
can find a way to get at least a tie. Hence we have shown that wherever Alice starts
on a 4 x n board with n odd, Bob will either win or tie. Since we had already shown
the same thing for 4 x n even boards, we can now say that for all n the result of a
4 x n game of Tronmax in the plane must be either a tie or a win for Bob.
□
The 4 x n boards are the main place that our results for Tronmax are somewhat
incomplete. While we do know that Bob will either win or tie for all n, we don’t know
precisely which. As it stands, they could all be wins for Bob or they could all be ties
or the results could be some mix of the two depending on the value of n.
The other gap in our picture of Tronmax is the single case of the 5 x 5 board. But
for all boards with m > 5 and n > 6, we know that Bob wins. While we originally
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phrased this as two separate assertions in our statement of Theorem 4.2.1, we will
prove it as a single claim:
Claim 4.2.10. Bob wins Tronmax on any m x n board with m > 5 and n > max{m, 6}.
Proof. By symmetry and Lemma 4.2.7, we can limit the starting squares we must
consider for Alice to {(j,k)\2 < j < zr^ , 2 < k <
- those in the upper left
quadrant (including the middle-most row if m odd and the middle-most column if n
odd), but not “on the edge.” We will consider the following cases based on Alice’s
starting square:
1. Alice starts in (j, k) for 3 < j <

and 3 < k < y-^-.

2. Alice starts in the second column, but not the second row (i.e., in (j,k) such
that k = 2, 3 < j < y p ) .
3. Alice starts in the second row, but not the second column (i.e., in (j,k) such
that j = 2, 3 < k <
4. Alice starts in (2,2).
Case 1
If Alice starts in (j, k) for 3 < j <
and 3 < k <
Bob will start in (j, k + 1)
and will respond to Alice’s three possible second moves as follows:
• If Alice goes left on her second turn (to (j, 1)), Bob will go down (to (m, k-f-1)).
If Alice were then to go down to (m, 1), Bob would go left to (m, 2), trapping
Alice. At this point, each of the players would have taken m — j + k squares.
Since m > 5 and j <
Bob would not yet be trapped; by spiralling, he
would be able to take all of the squares in the rectangle {(s,t)\j + 1 < s <
m —1,2 < t < k} and win.
On the other hand, if Alice goes up (to (1,1)) on her third turn and Bob goes
right to (m, n), then the next moves are forced. Alice will go right to (l,n) on
her fourth move and then Bob, on his fourth move, will go up to (2, n) and trap
her. He will then, since j > 2, go left to (2,2), where he may or may not be
trapped himself. In this scenario, Alice will take k+(j —l) + (n—l) = n + j + k —2
squares, while Bob will take at least (m —j +1) + (n —k —1) + (m —2) + (n —2) =
2m + 2n —j —k —2 squares. Since k <
n —k >
and, similarly, j <
implies that m —j > mf ^. Thus, since m > 5, we have
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2m + 2n — j —k —2 = m + n + (m — j) + (n — k) — 2
m —1 n —1
m + 1 72 + 1
> 5 + 72 4-----------1---- ------ 2 = n +
+1
+
¿j

2

¿j

2

> n+ j + k+ 1
> n + j + &—2

and Bob wins.
• If Alice goes up on her second turn (to (1, fc)), Bob will go right (to (j, n)). If
Alice then went right, to (1, n) on her third turn, Bob would go down to (m, n).
The board would now be divided in such a way that neither player could affect
what the other player can do. Alice would spiral in to take the rectangle formed
by rows 2 through j — 1 in columns k + 1 through n. Her ultimate total would
be (j — l)(n —k + 1) + 1 squares. Bob, meanwhile, would next move left to
(m, 1), up to (1,1), right to (1, k — 1) (we know he will be able to move right
because k > 2), down to (ra —1, k —1) and, finally, he would spiral in to take the
rectangle formed by rows j + 1 through m —1 in columns k through 72—1. (An
illustration of this sequence of moves on a 5 x 8 board on which Alice started
in (3,4) is shown in Figure 4.21.)
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Figure 4.21: An illustration of the sequence of moves on a 5 x 8 board when Alice starts in (3,4),
moves up on her second turn and right on her third and Bob responds as described.

We don’t need to calculate precisely how many squares Bob will have taken
at the end of this procedure. Instead, we observe that Bob will have taken
n — k squares in row j on his first and second turns combined, and will also
have taken the (m —j) x (n — k + 1) rectangle formed by the squares in rows
j + 1 through m in columns k through n. His total, thus, must be at least
(772 —j )(n —k + 1) + (72 —k) squares. Since n —k > 2 and m —j > —^ > j —1,
we have (m —j)(n — k + 1) + (n — h) > (j —1)(72 —k + 1) + 1 and Bob wins.
But what if Alice had instead gone left to (1,1) on her third turn? Bob would
again go down to (m, n) on his third turn. Then after Alice goes down to
(m, 1) on her fourth turn, Bob would go left to (m, 2) on his fourth turn. This
would trap Alice, but because k > 2, Bob would be able to move up on his
next turn, taking at least m — 2 additional squares. Alice’s total would be
j + (k —1) + (m —1) = 772+ j + k —2, while Bob would take at least (72 —k) +
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(to —j) + (n —2) + (to —2) = 2to + 2n —j —A; —4 squares. Since m > n and
we have already shown that 2m + 2n — j — k —2 > n + j + A: + 1 , we have
2m + 2n —j — k —4 > n + j + k — 1 > to + j + fc —2 and, therefore, Bob wins.
• If Alice goes down (to (to, k)) on her second move, Bob will again go right (to
(j,n)) on his. If Alice then goes left on her third turn (to (to, 1)), Bob will
go up on his third turn (to (l,n)). The next move for each player is forced:
Alice will go up to (1,1) and Bob will go left to (1,2). Alice will then be
trapped, but Bob won’t be - since k > 2, he will go down on his next turn to
(to —1,2). Even if he is not able to move any further after that, he will have
taken (n —k) + (j —1) + (n —2) -f (to —2) = m + 2n + j — k —5 squares, while
Alice will have taken (to —j + 1) + (k — 1) + (to —1) = 2m —j + k — 1 squares.
Since

m + 2n + j — k — 5 = m + 2 (n — k) + j + k —5
> to + (n —1) + j + k — 5 =
> m + n —j + k
> 2m —j + k —1

to +

n + (2j —j) + k — 6

Bob will win.
On the other hand, if Alice goes right on her third turn (to (to, n)), then Bob’s
third move depends on the value of to —j.
— If m —j > 3, then Bob will go down to (to—1, n) on his third turn, trapping
Alice who will have taken a total of (to —j +1) + in —k) squares. Bob will
then spiral in to take the squares {(s, t) \j+1 < s < to—l,fc+ l < t < n —1}.
This will give Bob a total of at least 3 (n—k) squares. And since n —k >
and j > 3, we have 3(n — k) > (n — 1) + (n — k) > (n — 2) + (n —k) >
(to —j + 1) + (n — k) and Bob wins.
- Otherwise, m —j must equal 2 (since to —j >
> 2). This can only
happen when to — 5 and j — 3. In this case, Bob will go up to (l,n ) on
his third turn. This will create a position where the board is divided in
such a way that neither players further moves can affect the other player.
Alice, on her next two turns, will go up to (4, n), then left to (4, k + 1) and
be trapped. Bob, meanwhile, on his next two turns will go left to (1,1)
and then down to (5,1) and will still be free to move (since k > 3). This
will give Alice a total of 2(n —k) + 3 = 2n —2k + 3, while Bob will end up
taking more than (n — fc) + 2 + (n —l ) + 4 = 2n —k + 5 squares - a clear
win for Bob.
Thus we have shown that if Alice starts in (j, k) such that 3 < j <
and
3< k <
and Bob starts in (j , k -f 1), Bob has a winning response to all of Alice’s
possible second moves.
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Case 2
If Alice starts in the second column, but not in the second row - that is, if she starts
in (j, 2) for some 3 < j <
then Bob will start in (j, 3) and can win by responding
to her possible second moves as follows:
• If Alice goes left (to (j, 1)) on her second move, then Bob will go down (to
(m, 3)) on his. If Alice then goes down to (m, 1) on her third turn, Bob will go
left to(m, 2) and trap her. He will then be able to go up to (j + 1,2) before
being trapped himself. This will give Alice a total of m —j + 2 squares, while
Bob will get m —j + 1 + (m —j ) = 2(m —j) + 1 and the win.
Alternatively, if Alice goes up to (1,1) on her third turn, then Bob will go right to
(m, n) on his. Then Alice must go right to (1, n) and Bob will go up to (2, n) and
trap her. On his fifth turn, since j > 3, Bob will go left to (2, 2), where he may
or may not be trapped. This sequence will give Alice 2 + (j l ) + (n —1) = 77 +j
squares, while Bob will get at least (m —j + 1) + (n —3) + (m —2) + (n —2) =
2m + 2n —j — 6 squares. Since n > 6 and m —j > j — 1 > 2, we have:
—

2m + 2n —j — 6 = 2 (m —j) + n + j + (n — 6)
> n +j +4
> n +j
and Bob wins.
• If Alice goes up (to (1, 2)) on her second move, Bob will go right (to (j , n )). If
Alice now goes left to (1,1) on her third move, Bob will go down to (m, n) on
his. The remaining moves of the game are then forced: Alice will go down to
(m, 1) and Bob will go left to (m, 2), trapping her, and then spiral in to take
the rectangle formed by the squares of columns 2 through n — 1 in rows j + 1
through 771—1. Even before capturing this rectangle, however, Bob will have
taken enough squares to beat Alice. She will have a total of r a + j squares, while
Bob, through his first four moves, will have taken (n —2) + (m —j) + (n —2) =
m + 2n —j — 4, and

m + 2n —j — 4 = m
>m
> m
> m

+ (n —j) + (n —4)
+ (m —j)1+2
+j + 1
+j

On the other hand, if Alice, instead, goes right to (1,77) on her third move, Bob
will go up to (2 , 77), trapping her. He will then go left to (2, 2), after which he
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may or may not be trapped himself. This will give Alice 71+ j —2 squares to at
least (n —2) + (j —2) + (n —2) = 2n + j —6 > n + j for Bob and Bob will win.
• If Alice goes down (to (m, 2)) on her second turn, then Bob will again go to the
right. If Alice then goes left to (m, 1) on her third move, then Bob will go up to
(1, n). Alice will have no choice but to go up to (1,1) on her fourth turn. On his
fourth turn, Bob will slide left across the top row to (1,2) trapping her. Then
he will spiral to take the rectangle defined by rows 2 through j —1 and columns
2 through n —1. This will give Bob (n —2) + (j —1) + (n —2) + (j —2)(n —2) =
j ( n — 2) + j — 1 = j (n — 1) —1 squares to (m —j + 1) + m = 2m —j + 1 for
Alice. Since j > 3, n > 6, and n > m, we have

j (n - 1) - 1 > 3 n - j - 1
> 2n —j + 5
> 2m —j + 1
So this is a win for Bob.
If Alice instead went right, to (m, n) on her third turn, Bob’s third move would
be down to (m —1, n), trapping her. He would then be able to spiral to take the
squares {(s, t)|j + 1 < s < m — 1,3 < t < n — 1}. This sequence would result
in Alice taking a total of (m —j + 1) + (n —2) = m + n —j — 1 squares, while
Bob would capture (n —2) + (m —j — 1) + (m —j — l)(n —3) = (m —j)(n —2)
squares. Bob would win since

(m - j)(n - 2) = m - j + (m - j)(n - 3)
> m —j + 2(n —3) = m —j + n — 3 + (n —3)
> m —j + n —3 + 3 = ra + n — j
> m + n —j — 1
We have, thus, shown that Bob has a winning response whenever Alice starts in
(j, 2) for any 3 < j <
Case 3
We assume Alice starts in (2, k) for some 3 < k <
Note that we may assume
n > m, since we already know (by symmetry and Case 2) that Bob has a winning
strategy in the cases where n = m. Again, Bob will start immediately to the right of
Alice, in (2, k + 1), and he can respond to Alice’s potential second moves as follows:
• If Alice goes left (to (2,1)), Bob will go up (to (1, k + 1)). Alice would then be
foolish to go up on her third turn, since she would be able to take only 2k < n+1
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squares, while Bob after going right on his third turn, down on his fourth and
left on his fifth would already have taken 1 + (n —k) + (m — 1) + (n — 1) =
m + 2n —k — 1 > m + n squares, with many more still to come.
So we will assume that Alice goes down, to (m, 1), on her third turn. Bob,
in response, will go right to (1, n). The next move for each player is forced:
Alice will go right to (ra,n) and Bob will go down to (m — 1, n), trapping her.
He will then go left to (m — 1,2) on his fifth turn and still won’t be trapped
since j = 2 < m —2. So on his sixth and seventh turns, respectively, he will
go up to (3, 2) and right to (3, n — 1). Finally, he will be able to spiral in to
take any remaining squares in {(5 , t)|4 < s < m — 2, 3 < t < n — 2}. This will
ultimately give Bob 1 + (n —k) + (m —2) + (m —3)(n —2) squares to Alice’s
k + (ra —3) + (n — 1) squares. Since

1 + (n — k) + (m —2) + (m —3)(n —2) =
>
>
>

2+
2+
k+
k+

(n —k) + (m —3) + (ra — 3)(n —2)
(k - 1) + (ra - 3) + 2(n - 2)
(ra — 3) + (n — 1) + 4
(m — 3) + (n — 1)

Bob wins.
• If Alice goes up (to (1, k)) on her second turn, then Bob will go right (to (2, n))
on his second turn. Alice will certainly not want to go right on her third turn,
since she would end up being able to take only n —k + 2 squares, while Bob after
going down on his third turn would already have (n —k) + (m —2) > n —k + 3
squares and would be able to take many more.
So we will assume that Alice goes left, to (1,1) on her third turn. Bob, then,
will go down on his third turn to (m, n) and Alice will have no choice but to go
down to (m, 1) on her fourth turn. Bob’s fourth move will be left to (m, 2) and
Alice will be trapped, having taken 1 + fc + (m —1) = m + k squares. Bob is
not yet trapped and will already have taken (n —k) + (m —2) + (n —2) squares.
Since n — k > k — 1 and n —2 > 4, we have (n — k) + (m —2) + (n — 2) >
(k — 1) -f (ra —2) + 4 = ra + &+ l and Bob will clearly win.
• If Alice goes down (to (m , k )) on her second turn, then Bob will go right (to
(2, n)) on his. If Alice’s third move is right, to (m, n), then Bob will go down
to (ra — l,n ). This will trap Alice and Bob will be able to spiral in to take
{(s, t)|3 < s < m — 1, k + 1 < t < n — 1}. This will give Alice (ra —1) + (n — k)
squares, while Bob will have (m —2){n — k) squares. Since m —2 > 3 and
n —k >
and since we have also assumed for Case 3 that n > m, we have
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(m —2){n — k) > 3(n — k) = 2(n — k) + (n — k)
> (n — 1) + (n — k)
> (m — 1) + (n —k)
and Bob wins.
On the other hand, if Alice goes left to (m, 1) on her third turn, Bob’s third
move will be up to (l,n). Alice must then go up to (1,1) on her fourth turn
and Bob will go left to (1,2), trapping her. He will then, spiralling, be able to
take the rectangle {(s,t)|2 < s < m — 1,2 < t < k — 1}. This will give Bob
(n —k) + (n —1) + (k — 2)(m —2) squares to (m —1) + (k — 1) + (m — 1) =
2(m —1) + (k — 1) for Alice.
Recall that we are currently assuming that n > m. Now, if n = 6, then we
m ust have k = 3 and m — 5, so Alice will have 8 + 2 — 10 squares and Bob
will win with 3 + 5 + 3 = 11 squares. If n > 7 and k = 3, then n — k > 4,
while k — 1 = 2, so Alice would have 2m squares, but Bob would have at least
4 + (n —1) + (m —2) = n + m + l squares and he would win. Finally, if k > 4,
we may then assume that n > 7 and we have

(n — k) + (n — 1) + (k —2)(m —2) > (k — 1) + (n — 1) + 2(m — 2)
> (k - 1) + 6 + 2(m - 2) = (k - 1) + 2(m + 1)
> (fc — 1) + 2(m — 1)

and, again, Bob will win.
Case 4 Finally, we must consider what happens when Alice starts in (2,2). If Bob,
once again, starts immediately to Alice’s right in (2,3), then he can win by responding
as follows to her possible second moves:
• If Alice goes left (to (2,1)) on her second move, then Bob will go up (to (1,3)) on
his. Alice will certainly not want to go up on her third turn (she would end up
with only four squares, a total which Bob would surpass immediately by going
right on his third move), so we will assume that her third move is down to (m, 1).
Bob will go right on his third move, to (1, n). Alice then has no choice but to go
right to (m, n), where she will be trapped after Bob goes down to (m —1, n) on
his fourth turn. Bob’s next move will be left to (m —1,2). He will still be able to
take many squares after that, but the l + ( n —2) + (m—2) + (n—2) = m + 2n—5 he
has captured to that point will already (since n > 6) be enough to beat Alice’s
m + n —1.
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• If Alice goes up (to (1,2)) on her second move, Bob’s second move will be right
(to (2, n)). Going right on her third turn makes no sense for Alice, since she
would end up with only n squares and Bob, who would already have (n —2) +
(m — 2) > n + 1 squares after going down on his third turn, would win easily.
So we will assume that Alice’s third move is left to (1,1). Bob will go down
to (m, n) on his third turn and Alice is forced to go down to (m, 1) on her
fourth. Bob’s fourth move will be left to (m, 2), trapping Alice. And since he
will already have captured (n —2) + (m —2) + (n —2) = m + 2n —6 > m + n
squares and Alice will only have n + 2 squares, Bob will win once again.
• If Alice goes down (to (m, 2)) on her second move, Bob will again go right (to
(2, n)). If Alice then goes right, to (777,77), Bob’s third move will be down to
(m — 1, n), trapping her. He will then be able to spiral in to take the squares
{(s, t)|3 < s < m —1,3 < t < n —l}. This will give Bob a total of (m —2)(n —2)
squares, compared to (m —1) + (n —2) for Alice. Since m —2 > 3 and n —2 > 4,
Bob must have at least 3(77 —2) > 4 + 2(n —2) = 2n squares, which, since
m < n, is at least 3 more squares than Alice has. So Bob wins.
Alternatively, if Alice goes left to (m, 1 ) on her third turn, she will have cut
off her access to the rectangle {(s,i)|3 < s < to, 3 < t < 3}. Bob will be free
to spiral in to take the rectangle and will end with a total of (m — 1)(n — 2)
squares. Alice, meanwhile, must go up (to ( 1 , 1)) on her fourth turn and right
(to ( 1 ,77,)) on her fifth, and will then be trapped. This will give her a total of
2m + n — 2 squares.
Now, if m — 5, then n > m and we have:

(m — l)(n — 2) = 4 (n —2) = (n —2) + 2(n — 2) + (n — 2)
^ 4 -f- 2(tl —2) + (n —2) = 2n T (ji —2)
> 2m + n —2

On the other hand, for m > 6 we may still have n = m, but since m — 1 will
be at least 5, we can nevertheless show that

(m - l)(n - 2) > 5(n - 2) = 2(n - 2) + 2(n - 2) + (n - 2)
> 8 + 2(m — 2) + (n — 2) = 2(m + 2) + (n — 2)
> 2777 + 77 —2
Either way, Bob will have taken more squares than Alice.
We have now shown that when Alice starts in (2, 2) and Bob starts in (2,3) on
an m x 77 grid with 777 > 5 and n > max{777,6}, Bob has a winning response to all
of Alice’s second moves. Since we have also demonstrated winning strategies for Bob
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when Alice starts in any other square of an m x n grid with m > 5 and n > maxm, 6,
we have shown that Bob will win Tronmax on such grids when both players play
rationally.
□
The proof of Claim 4.2.10, taken together with those of Claims 4.2.2, 4.2.6, 4.2.8,
and 4.2.9, completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.1.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Further D irections
Troiioo, the first variation that we defined, proved to be difficult to analyze because of
the number of possible moves for each player on a given turn. Nevertheless, we were
able to prove complete or nearly complete results as to which player has an advantage
on m x n boards with m < 3 and have partial results for larger boards. We were also
able to create some guidelines to reduce the number of starting squares for Alice that
must be considered on boards of any size and thereby reduce the number of cases
that would need to be considered for boards for which we do not yet have results.
Tronmax proved to be significantly easier to analyze and we were able to find which
player has the advantage on and m x n board for most values of m and n. Although
we did not find any patterns which we could apply to unresolved cases in Tronoo, it
was interesting to compare the results we found for the two games and see where they
were similar and where they differed. Particularly noteworthy among the differences
is the fact that Alice can only get a tie on the 3 x 5 board in Tronoo, while she will win
on the same board in Tronmax. Among the similarities, it stands out that both games
seem to favor Bob. This is especially true in Tronmax where Bob will win whenever
m > 5 and n > 6. In both versions of the game, it seems that being able to see
what your opponent does before committing yourself is often (though not in the 1 x n
cases) a greater advantage than being able to start wherever you want.
There are still many avenues for future work involving these games and other
variations of Tron. Since we still do not know precisely who wins for every m x n
board for either game, certainly one course would be to try to fill in some of the
gaps that remain and to expand the results for Tronoo further. While the larger cases
for Tronoo may continue to be problematic, results for the individual boards that
are missing or incomplete (the 5 x 5 board for Tronmax and the 3 x n boards with
n G {5, 7,9,11,13} for Tronoo) should be fairly easy to fill in.1 We also have reason
1While we don’t have completed proofs for these cases we have considered them. We showed in
Claim 4.1.9 that Tronoo on a 3 x n board for each odd n such that 5 < n < 13 must be either a
tie or a win for Bob. We believe that they are, in fact, all ties. For Tronmax on a 5 x 5 board, we
believe Alice actually wins.
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to believe that the 4 x n odd boards of both games (which we have so far shown must
be either ties or wins for Bob, but we don’t know which) may prove tractable.
Another natural direction to take the investigation in would be to look at Tronoo
and Tronmax on grids on surfaces besides the plane, specifically those that you would
get by gluing edges of the grid: a cylinder, a torus, a Möbius strip or a Klein bottle.
We have, in fact, already done some work in this vein.
We believe, but were not quite ready to prove, that the following should hold for
Tronmax on an m x n grid wrapped around a cylinder:
m = 1 - Alice wins when n is odd; the game is a tie if n is even.
m = 2 - Tie.
m = 3 (mod 4) - Alice wins if n is odd and sufficiently large.
m = 0 (mod 4) - Bob wins if n is sufficiently large.
m = 1 (mod 4) and m > 1 - Bob wins if n is sufficiently large.
m = 2 (mod 4) and m > 2 - Bob wins if n is sufficiently large.
where the condition that n be “sufficiently large” is necessary to ensure that the
spiralling patterns that create these outcomes work. The needed size of n is dependent
on m, but we have not yet precisely determined the dependence. However, “large”
need not mean that n is really very big - for instance, we believe
that Alice wins on
7 x n boards where n is odd so long as n > 6. While we are not
yetready to prove
this result fully, we do prove some results for Tronmax on a cylinder in Appendix B.
As to the other surfaces, it appears that there is also some (mod 4) dependence
for the Möbius strip, where we believe that Alice will win on m x n grids with m = 3
(mod 4) for n sufficiently large (but n here need not be even). On the torus, we think
that Alice will win the 1 x n and 3 x n boards for n odd, but that Bob will do no
worse than a tie on all other boards.
Finally, there are undoubtedly many other variations of Tron that one could define
and investigate. Tronfc (for k > 2), which we defined but did not really study, is one
such variation. Others could, for instance, involve additional players or limiting the
ability of the players to see one another and/or the trails. Yet another option would
be to include probabilistic elements where some element of the game, be it the board,
the starting squares, or (most likely) the moves are determined randomly.
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A ppendix A
P roof of Case 3 for Claim 4.1.10
Recall that in order to prove that Bob will win Tronoo on the 4 x n board for even
n, which is part of Claim 4.1.10, we needed to show that he had a winning strategy
when Alice started in (2, A;) for each k such that 2 < k <
We divided the proof
into cases based on the value of k. Case 3 is where max{2, |} < k < | + 1. Note
that for an integer k to exist, we must have either n = 1 (mod 3) or n = 2 (mod 3).
Further, since we must have k > 3 and n not divisible by 3, we may assume n > 8.
In the main body of the proof, we showed that if Bob starts in (3, n), then we
don’t have to worry about Bob’s responses when Alice goes up or to the right (any
number of squares) or down two squares on her second turn, since the strategies he
used in Case 2 (where 2 < k < | ) would also work for him in this case. Hence,
we will, for all boards but the 4 x 8 (the reason we exclude the 4 x 8 board will be
mentioned in due course), assume that Bob starts in (3, n) and, thus, the only second
moves for Alice for which we need to find an alternate response are when she moves
down a single square and when she moves left. We will need to treat n = 1 (3) and
n = 2 (mod 3) separately.
If n = 2 (mod 3), then we must have n > 14 (we have excluded n = 8 and odd
n) and k =
> 5. Bob’s winning responses to Alice’s possible second moves are as
follows:
• If Alice moves left three or more squares on her second turn, Bob will win by
going to (3, k + 1) on his second turn and then up to the first row on his third.
He will take a rectangle of 2n —1 squares, while Alice will be able to capture
at most one of the following sets of squares {(1, fc), (1, fc —1), (1, fc —2)} and
{(4, l)\k + 1 < l < n}. Since each of these sets contains at least 3 squares, Alice
can take no more than 4n — [(2n — 1) + 3] = 2n — 2 squares.
i

• If Alice moves left two squares on her second turn, Bob can again win by going
to (3, k 4-1).
— If Alice goes up on her third turn and Bob goes up one square (to (2, k+1))
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on his, the only way that Alice will be able to stop Bob from taking at
least 2n + 1 squares (the rest of his “usual” rectangle plus squares (1, k)
and (1 ,h — 1)) will be to move right on her fourth turn. But then she
would get a maximum of
+ 6 squares to at least 2(^y^) for Bob and
since n must be at least 14,
> 9 - a win for Bob.
— If Alice goes left again on her third turn, then after Bob moves up to
(1, k + 1) on his, we will once again be in a position where Bob will take
all 2n —1 squares of the rectangle and Alice will be unable to take at least
3 of the remaining squares.
— Similarly, if Alice goes down two squares on her third turn, she will, after
Bob goes up to (1, k +1), be cut off from at least 3 squares, while Bob will
take all 2n — 1 squares of the rectangle.
— If Alice goes down just one square on her third turn, Bob will go up just
one to (2, h + 1). The only way that Alice will be able to stop him from
taking the rectangle plus squares (1, k) and (1, k —1) this time will be to
move left immediately. If she goes all the way left (to column 1) on her
fourth turn, she will cut herself off from the entire bottom row - enough
squares that Bob will win just by going to (1, k + 1) on his fourth move and
then taking the rest of his usual rectangle (which Alice cannot prevent).
But if Alice moves less than all the way left (that is, no further than
column 2) on her fourth move and then up to the first row on her fifth,
Bob’s fourth and fifth moves will be right to (2, n) and then up to (l,n).
Alice’s final move will then be across to (l,n — 1). The total squares
captured by each player will be 2(^y^) + 1 =
=n+
for Bob to
at most (n —2) + (I^ —1) + 2 = n +
for Alice. (See Figure A.l for
an example of this sequence of moves on a 4 x 14 board.)

Figure A.l: Example of a 4 x 14 board at the end of the game when Alice starts in (2 ,k) for
k—
= 6 , moves left two squares on her second turn and then down one on her third

• If Alice moves left a single square on her second turn, Bob will go left to (3, k+2).
- If Alice then moves left again on her third turn, Bob can move one square
left to (3, k +1) and we revert to one of the previously discussed positions.
- If Alice instead moves up on her third turn, Bob can slide across the third
row to (3,1) and then he will be able to take all 2n squares in the bottom
two rows while Alice will be limited to at most 2n —8 of the squares in the
top two rows. (Since k > 5, we know her second move took her no further
left than column 4.)
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— If Alice moves down on her third turn, Bob will go left to (3, k + 1) on
his and we will once again be in a position where Bob can take his usual
rectangle and Alice will (ultimately) be cut off from taking at least 3 of the
remaining squares. (See Figure A.2 for an example of the position after
each player’s third move on a 4 x 14 board.) This should certainly be clear
when Alice moves down two squares, but why does it also hold when she
moves down only one square? Well, if Alice’s fourth move is to the right,
her fifth move will have to be down, cutting off the n — k > 3 right-most
squares of the bottom row. On the other hand, if Alice’s fourth move is in
any other direction (regardless of how far she moves in that direction), then
square (3, k) will become a dead end. Alice will then be able to capture at
most one of the following sets of squares: {(3, A;)}, {(l,fc),(l,fc —1)} and
{(4, l)\k + 1 < l < n}. So regardless of the direction or length of Alice’s
fourth move, she won’t be able to capture at least 3 of the 2n + 1 squares
that remain after Bob takes his rectangle, leading to a win for Bob.
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Figure A.2 : A 4 x 14 board if Alice starts in square (2,k) for k =
= 4, moves left one square
on her second turn, down one on her third and Bob responds as described

• Finally, if Alice moves down one square on her second turn, Bob will also go
down one square. If Alice then plays in any direction but right on her third
turn, Bob will be able to move to (4, k + 1) on his third turn and Alice will be
unable to prevent him from going all the way up to (1, k + 1) on his next and,
ultimately, taking all the squares in columns k + 1 through n. Since n > 14,
k+ 1—
< | , so Bob will take more than half of the squares of the grid and
win.
On the other hand, if Alice goes right on her third turn, Bob’s next move will
depend on how far right she goes. Bob really wants her to go at least two
squares to the right. If she does, he will go left to (4, k —1). What Bob would
like to do next would be to go up to the first row on his next move and then
slide all the way back right to (1, n) - a clear win since Bob would certainly
have captured more squares in the top and bottom rows, than Alice would have
in the two middle rows (the only ones she played in). To avoid this, Alice must
get up to the first row on either her fourth turn or her fifth (unless Bob delays
his move up to the first row).
Let’s consider which column Alice will want to be in when she goes up to the
first row. If Bob’s next move is all the way up to the first row and then, instead
of going right, he turns his attention to capturing all the squares in columns 1
through k —2, he will end up with a total of n + 1 + 3(k —1) = n + 1 + 3(2k^) =
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2n — 1 squares. That means that Alice can only afford not to take at most 2
of the remaining 2n + 1 squares if she hopes to achieve at least a tie. Since, in
order to get up to the first row by no later than the end of her fifth turn, her
path up to the first row must be in a single column, Alice cannot go up any of
the columns from k + 2 to n — 2 - playing straight up any of these would cause
Alice to split the board in such a way as to guarantee that there would be at
least 3 squares she couldn’t capture. The only column which might work for
her is n —1. (This is why Bob wanted her to move right at least 2 squares on
her third turn, since otherwise she could choose column k + 1 and Bob would
have been in trouble. More on this shortly.)
If Alice intends to go up column n — 1 to the first row, her third move must
have been to square (3, n —1) and she must go up to row 1 on her fourth turn.
Why? Because Bob can move up to the first row on his fourth turn. If Alice
doesn’t reach square (l,n — 1) until her fifth, Bob will go right to (1 , n —2)
on his fifth turn. Alice would be cut off from the remaining squares to the left
of column n — 1 and would only be able to take the remaining two squares of
column n for a total of 2 + (n —k — l) + 2 + 2 = n —A; + 5 squares. Bob will
already have taken 2 + (n —A:+ 1) + 3 + (n —k — 1) = n —k + 6 + (n — k — 1)
squares and will be able to take more - an easy win.
Assuming that Alice did go right to (3, n —1) on her third turn and then up to
(1, n —1) on her fourth and that Bob’s third and fourth moves were to (4, k —1)
and (1, A; — 1), respectively (on the 4 x 14 board, this results in the position
illustrated in Figure A.3), Alice’s fifth move must clearly be to the left.
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Figure A.3: A 4 x 14 board if Alice starts in square (2 , k) for k =
= 5, moves down one square
on her second turn, right to square (3, n —1) on her third, then up to the first row on her fourth
and Bob responds as described

If she goes more than one square to the left, then she will have created a
situation where she can capture only one of (1, k) and (2, n —2). (If she moved
as far as (1, fc), then she would in fact have cut herself from all of the remaining
squares in row 2; otherwise she would have created a situation where both of
the mentioned squares are dead ends.) When added to the two squares in the
nth column which she will also be unable to access, that means there are at least
three squares apart from the 2n — 1 squares that Bob will ultimately capture,
that Alice can’t take, leaving her with a total no greater than 2n —2 and a loss.
But if she goes only one square to the left on her fifth turn, then Bob will play
right to (1, n —3) on his. Alice will end up with a total of only n —k + 5 squares
to more than n — k + 6 + (n —k —2) for Bob.
Of course, we have assumed that Alice went right at least two squares on her
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third turn. We must still deal with the situation where she moves right only
one square, to (3, k + 1), on that turn. Bob can’t just go left to (4, k —1) in that
case, since if Alice plays up to the top row on her fourth move, she will have
guaranteed that she can take 3(n —k) + 2 — 1 = 3(^y^) + 1 = 2n squares and
Bob could do no better than a tie. In fact, that would be a problem for Bob if
he moves any further left than (4, A;+ 2). But what if he moves to (4, k + 2)? For
n > 14, k + 2 =
| , so Alice couldn’t simply let Bob move up to top row
on his fourth turn, since he would then be able to take all the squares to the
right of and including column A;+ 2, which would be more than half the squares.
Instead, she would have to move right again immediately and we would revert
to the earlier case, leading to a win for Bob.
This, however, is why we need to consider the 4 x 8 board separately, since when
n = 8, k + 2 = 5. Therefore, Bob would only be threatening to capture half of
the squares of the board for a tie, rather than a win, by moving to (4, k + 2) on
his third turn. But he can in fact win the 4 x 8 board if he begins in a different
starting square.
The way Bob wins on the 4 x 8 board when Alice starts in (2, k) for k =
= 3,
is often similar to the way he wins on the 4 x n odd boards when Alice doesn’t start
in a central square. He will choose (2, k + 1) = (2,4) as his starting square and then
respond to Alice’s second move as follows:
• If Alice goes down (either one square or two) on her second turn, then Bob can
go all the way down on his, followed by moving one square right and then all
the way up to the top on his next two turns. He will ultimately end up with all
of the squares in columns 5 through 8, plus three squares in column 4, which is
more than half the board.
• If Alice goes up on her second turn, Bob’s second move will be down one square.
Whether Alice goes left or right on her third turn, then, Bob will go all the way
to the edge in the same direction. He will be able to take the entirety of the
bottom two rows plus at least one square in the second row for a total of at
least 2n + 1 = 17.
• If Alice goes left two squares (to column 1) on her second move, Bob can go
right one. If Alice goes up on her third turn, Bob will go the rest of the way to
the right on his. On the other hand, if Alice goes down on her third turn, Bob
will go all the way down on his. In either case, he will ultimately win 21 to 11.
• Finally, if Alice goes left one square on her second turn, Bob will again go right
one square on his second turn to create the position shown in Figure A.4. Alice
will then have four possible third moves to which Bob must respond.
— If Alice’s third move is up one square, Bob will move down one square on
his third turn. On his fourth turn, then, he will play all the way to the
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Figure A.4: The 4 x 8 board if Alice starts in square (2, k) for k = A p = 3 and moves left one
square on her second turn and Bob responds as described

edge of the board in the same direction (left or right) as Alice moves in
on her fourth turn. As we have seen in similar situations before, this will
allow Bob to take the entirety of the bottom two rows plus at least (in
this case) two squares in the second row, for a total of more than half the
squares of the board.
— If Alice moves left again on her third turn, Bob will again go down one
square on his third turn. If Alice’s fourth move is up, Bob will go all the
way right on his fourth and, yet again, will take all of the squares of the
bottom two rows plus two in the second row. On the other hand, if Alice’s
fourth move is down, Bob will go down again, to (4,5) and will win 21 to
11.

— If Alice goes down two squares on her third turn, so will Bob (see Fig
ure A.5). Alice will then be unable to stop Bob from going right one
square and then all the way up on his next two turns and, ultimately, tak
ing all the squares in columns 7 and 8 as well. That will give Bob a total
of 3 • 4 + 3 + 1 = 16 squares or exactly half the board. Alice would have
to take all the remaining squares of the board to avoid losing, but she has
already cut herself off from four squares (the squares inside the rectangle
created by their moves).
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Figure A.5: The 4 x 8 board if Alice starts in square (2 , k) for k — A3 = 3, moves left one square
on her second turn, down two on her third, and Bob responds as described

— If Alice goes down just one square on her third turn, Bob will still go down
two on his (see Figure A.6). Once again, Bob will be able, if he so chooses,
to go right one square on his fourth turn, then up to (1,6) on his fifth
and, ultimately, take 2n squares as above. So Alice can’t afford to make a
fourth move which will cut her off from any of the remaining squares. Her
only option, then, would be to go right. But if she goes right (whether she
moves one square or two), Bob’s fourth move will be left to square (4,1),
trapping Alice and leading to a win for Bob (by a huge margin, since Alice
would get only 5 squares and Bob would take all the rest).
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Figure A.6 : The 4 x 8 board if Alice starts in square (2 , k ) for k = 21p - = 3, moves left one square
on her second turn, down one on her third, and Bob responds as described

Thus, we have shown that Bob will win if Alice starts in square (2,k), where
k = p p > 3, for all 4 x n boards with n = 2 (mod 3) and even.
Now let us treat the case of even n = 1 (mod 3). If n = 1 (mod 3), then we must
have n > 10 (since n is even and k must be at least 3) and k = pp. We assume
again that Bob starts in square (3, n) and must show that he has a winning response
when Alice’s second move is down one square or to the left (any number of squares).
• If Alice moves down one square on her second turn, Bob will follow basically the
same strategy as he did when n = 2 (mod 3). He will begin by moving down
one square himself. If Alice’s third move is down or to the left, Bob can go to
(4, k + 1) on his third turn and Alice won’t be able to stop him from taking all
the squares in columns k + 1 through n. Since n > 10, k + 1 — p p < | so,
once again, Bob would take more than half of the squares of the grid and win.
We’re back, then, to considering what happens when Alice moves to the right
on her third turn. But this time, if Bob moves to (4, k —1) on his third turn and
then up to (1, k — 1) on his fourth, followed by taking all of the squares to the
right of column —1, he will end up with l + n + 3(k—l) = n + 1 + 3 (p p ) = 2n
squares. So Alice cannot afford to cut herself off from any of the remaining
squares on the right. Since Alice must, once again, get up to the top row by
no later than her fifth move (to prevent Bob from sliding right across the top
row on his fifth and winning), she must, again, travel up a single column. But
there is no way she can do that without cutting herself off from either (1, k) or
{(l,n),(2,n)}.
We will discuss Alice’s possible second moves to the left in two different ways.
First we will give strategies for Bob if Alice moves all the way to the left (i.e., to
column 1) or one square short of all the way to the left (that is, to column 2). Then
we will show how Bob can play depending on the number of squares to the left Alice
moves on her second turn (five or more, four, three, two, or one). But we will now
be able to assume that moving the given number of squares to the left does not put
Alice in either the first or second column. While this distinction is not always relevant,
there are situations where it will become important.
• If Alice moves left to column 1 on her second turn, Bob can win by going to
(3, k + 1). If Alice goes up on her third turn, Bob will go up to (1, k -f 1) on his
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and win 2n — 2 to 2k =
< n < 2n —2. If Alice, instead, goes down on her
third turn, she will have cut herself off from the remaining squares of the top
two rows. So, on his third turn, Bob will go up to (2, k + 1) and whatever Alice
may do on her remaining turns, she can’t stop Bob from going right to the edge
of the board (square (2, n)) on his fourth turn, up one again on his fifth, and
finally all the way left across the top row. Bob will then have taken 2n — 2 + k
squares and, since n > 10, k =
> 4 and Bob will have taken more than half
the squares of the board.
• Similarly, if Alice moves left to column 2 on her second turn, Bob can again
win by going to (3, k + 1). If Alice’s third move is up, Bob will slide across the
third row to (3,1) and will be able to take the entire two bottom rows while
Alice will be able to take only 2n —2 squares in the top two rows. On the other
hand, if Alice’s third move is left again, then Bob will move up one square to
(2, k + 1) and then will either go up again (if Alice’s fourth move is up) or right
to (2, n) (when Alice’s fourth move is down). Bob will win either 2n —2 to 2k or
2n —2 4- k to 2n —k + 2 as above. Finally, if Alice’s third move is down, Bob will
move up two squares to (1, k + 1). He will be able to take all of the squares in
the rectangle formed by his second and third moves and the edges of the board,
for a total of 3(n — k) = 3(^y^) — 2n — 2 squares. Alice, on the other hand,
will have created a position where she cannot take both {(1,Z)|1 < l < k} and
< l < n}. (See Figure A.7 for an illustration on a 4 x 10 board.)
Since n > 1 0 , A:>4, so each of these sets contains at least 5 squares. Thus
Alice can take no more than 2n + 2 —h = 2n — 3 squares and will lose.
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Figure A.7:
Alice can take squares from only one of the
{(1,1), (1,2), (1,3), (1,4), (2,1)} and {(4,5), (4, 6 ), (4, 7), (4, 8 ), (4,9), (4,10)}

following

sets:

• If Alice moves left at least five squares on her second turn, then Bob will win
easily by moving to (3, fc+ 1) on his second turn and up to (1, A;+ l) on his third,
followed by taking alll of the squares in the rectangle defined by those two moves.
Bob will collect a total of 2n —2 squares, while Alice, who cannot capture both
of the following sets of squares: {(1, k), (1, k —1), (1, k —2), (1, k —3), (1, k —4)}
and {(4, l)\k + 1 < l < n}, will be able to take at most 2n —3.
• If Alice moves four squares left on her second turn (but no further left than
column 3), once again Bob will win by moving to (3, k + 1) on his second turn.
If Alice’s third move is up, Bob will go all the way left across the third row to
(3,1) on his third move and win by taking 2n squares (the entire two bottom
rows) to at most 2n — 4 for Alice. If Alice’s third move is either left or down,
then Bob can go up to (1, k + 1) and take his usual rectangle, since Alice will
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have again created a situation where she cannot take both of {(1, A;), (1, A; —
1), (1, k — 2), (1, k —3), (1, k — 4)} and {(4, l)\k + 1 < l < n}.
• If Alice moves three squares to the left on her second turn (but no further than
the third column), Bob will win by going left to (3, k + 2) on his second turn.
If Alice goes up on her third turn, Bob will just go all the way left and win
with 2n squares to at most 2n — 4 for Alice. If Alice does anything else on her
third turn, Bob will win by going left one square to (3, k + 1) on his third turn.
Clearly, when Alice’s third move was to the left, this will put us in a previously
considered position. If Alice’s third move was down two squares, Bob can win
by taking his usual rectangle, since Alice will again have cut herself off from
taking at least 5 squares. So the only question is why this should work when
Alice moves down just a single square on her third turn.
The answer is that, once again, Alice will have created a situation where she
will be unable to capture at least 5 of the squares of the board. It should
be clear that she cannot take both {(1, A;), (1, k —1), (1, k — 2), (1, k — 3)} and
{(4, l)\k + 1 < l < n}, but it turns out that in order to capture the squares in
the latter set, Alice must also miss out on at least one other square. Figure A.8,
which “zooms in” on the relevant section of the board, should help illustrate
why.
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Figure A.8 : A closer look at columns k — 3 through k + 1 , rows 2 through 4 of a 4 x n board after
Alice starts in square (2 , k), moves left three squares and down one (with Bob responding to each
move as described).

Once Alice captures square (4, k + 1), she will have no way to go back to take
any remaining uncaptured squares to the left of this row. So before she captures
{(4, l)\k + 1 < l < n} (and she must take this set, which contains at least 6
squares when n > 10), she must take as many of the squares in the rest of the
board as possible - we know that she will miss out on at least the four squares
of {(1, A;), (1, k — 1), (1, k — 2), (1, k — 3)} and if she misses out on a fifth, she
will lose. On her fourth move, then, she must go to the left, since if she went
either to the right or down she would end up cutting herself off from too many
squares. At some point later in the game, she must enter the section of the grid
pictured in Figure A.8, by coming right along the bottom row.
If the move with which she enters this area takes her to column A:—1 (the third
column in the “zoomed” picture) or further right, then (3, k — 2) will become
a dead end and she won’t be able to capture (3, k — 2) and still go on to take
{(4, Z)|A; + 1 < l < n}. So we now assume that as she enters, her move will
take her only to column k —2 and her next move must then be up for the same
reason. These moves are shown in Figure A.9, where we have called the move
which brings Alice back into this area her j th move.
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Figure A.9: The “zoomed” picture of Figure A .8 after Alice has re-entered this area of the board
on her j th turn.

Alice’s j + 2nd move, then, must be to the right. If she moves two squares to
the right, however, (4, k — 1) becomes a dead end, while if she moves right only
one square and then down, (3, k) will be a dead end.
Therefore, regardless of how she plays, in order to take {(4, l)\k + 1 < l < n},
Alice will have to miss out on taking at least 5 of the other squares outside
Bob’s rectangle. Thus she can take at most 2n —3 squares to his 2n —2 and
will lose.
• If Alice moves left two squares on her second move (though no further left than
the third column), Bob will go left to (3, k + 3). If Alice moves left again on
her third turn, Bob will move left either one or two squares as needed to revert
to one of the positions discussed above. If she goes up on her third turn, Bob
will go all the way left to (3,1) and win by 2n to at most 2n — 2 after he takes
the entirety of the bottom two rows. If Alice goes down two squares, Bob can
go left two to (3, k + 1) and win by taking his usual rectangle, since Alice will
have cut herself off from at least 5 squares outside of that rectangle. Finally, if
Alice moves down just one square, so will Bob, to create a position like the one
in Figure A. 10.
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Figure A.10: The position on a 4 x 16 board if Alice starts in square (2 , 6 ), goes left two squares on
her second turn, down three on her third, and Bob responds as described.

If Alice now goes down again or to the left on her fourth turn, Bob will go left
to (4, k + 1) and up to (1, k + 1) on the following turn. In the end, he will be
able to take his usual rectangle plus three squares of the bottom row for a total
of 2n + 1 squares and the win.
If, instead, Alice goes right on her fourth turn, she appears to have a choice as
to how far right she will go - one, two, three, or four squares. But if Alice goes
less than four squares to the right, Bob’s next move will be one square to the
left. He will then be threatening to go up to (1, k + 2) on his next turn and to
ultimately take 3 (^ j^ ) + 2 = 2n — 3 squares, while n — k —3 = 2n~11 squares
(in the bottom row, on the right) will be blocked off to both players and remain
empty throughout the game. Since n > 16 (if n = 10, Alice’s initial move of two
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squares to the left would have put her in the second column),
> 7. Thus
the 2n —3 squares belonging to Bob would be more than half of the occupied
squares at the end of the game - a win for Bob. To prevent this, Alice would
have to move right again to (3, k + 2) and, since Bob’s strategy thereafter isn’t
affected by his being a square further left, the situation would be equivalent to
the one we would have had if Alice had just moved right four squares to begin
with.
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Figure A.1 1 : The continuation of the game in Figure A.10 after Alice moves right four squares on
her fourth turn and Bob goes left to (1,1) on his.

So we will assume that Alice’s fourth move is four squares to the right. Bob,
then, will go left to (4,1). (See Figure A. 11 for the position on a 4 x 16 board.)
Alice now has a choice of moving up either one square or two on her fifth turn.
If she moves up two squares, Bob will also go up to (2,1). If Alice then goes left
(however far), Bob will go right to (2, k —3) and will end up with n + l + 2(A: —3)
squares, while Alice will take at most 3*5—1-|-(A;—3) = 14+(fc—3) squares. Since
n > 16, this is a clear win for Bob. On the other hand, if Alice goes right on her
sixth turn, then Bob can go up one more square to (1,1) on his sixth and then
snake through the remaining squares in columns 2 through k —3 in such a way
that he will also be able to take squares (1, k —2), (1, fc—1), (1, fc), (1, fc+ 1) and
(2,
1).1 This will give him a total of n+l+3(A:—3)+5 = n —3-\-3(n:^ ) = 2n—1
squares. Since, again, the squares in {(4, l)\k + 4 < l < n } will remain empty
and there must be at least 7 squares in this set, Bob will have taken more than
half the occupied squares and win.
What if Alice goes up only one square on her fifth turn? Then Bob will also go
up only one square on his fifth turn. (The resulting position on a 4 x 16 board
is illustrated in Figure A. 12.)
Clearly, if Alice moves up again on her sixth turn, Bob can move up one square
on his sixth turn and we will be revert to a previously discussed position. If
Alice goes either left or right on her sixth turn, Bob will go up to (1,1). He
would then be threatening to go all the way across the top row to (1, n) on his
next move, which would give him more than half the squares of the board, so
Alice’s seventh move would have to be up. We consider three cases based on
1He can do this as follows: go right one square to (1,2), down two squares to (3,2), right to
(3, k — 3). If k —3 = 3, he can now go up to row 1 and will have captured all of the squares in
columns 1 through k —3 and be in position to take (1 , k —2), (1, k —1), (1, k) and (1, k + 1) on his
next turn, followed by (2, k + 1) on his last turn. If k > 3, then he would instead go up one square
to (2, k — 3), left to (2,3), then up to (1,3), and finally go right to (1, k + 1) and take (2, k + 1) on
his last turn.
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Figure A.12: The continuation of the game in Figure A.11 after Alice and Bob each move up a single
square on their fifth turns.

whether Alice sixth move was right to column n —2 or further, right no further
than column n — 3, or left.
— If Alice’s sixth move was to the right to column r > n — 2 , then after
Bob goes up to ( 1 , 1 ) on his sixth turn and Alice moves up to (l,r) on
her seventh, Bob’s seventh move will be right to ( l , r —1). He will, then,
already have captured at least n + 1 + 2 -f (n — 3) = 2n squares and will
certainly be able to take more for an easy win.
— If Alice’s sixth move was to the right to column r for some k +3 < r < n —3,
then after Bob goes up to (1,1) on his sixth turn and Alice moves up to
(1, r) on her seventh, Bob’s seventh move will be right to (1, A: —3). He’ll
then be able to take all of the remaining squares in columns 2 through k —3
on subsequent turns and end up with a total of n + 1 + 3(/c —3) —n —8 +
3(I?y^) = 2n —6 squares. Alice, in the meantime will find that not only can
she not capture {(4, l)\k + 4 < l < n}, but she can also take squares from
only one of the following sets: {(1, k —2), (1, k —1), (1, fc), (1, k + 1), (1, k +
2), (2, k + 1)} and {(1, n - 2), (1, n - 1), (1, n), (2, n - 2), (2, n — 1), (2, n)}.
Since each of the latter two sets contains 6 squares, there will be at least 13
empty squares in the final position of the game. Thus the 2n —6 squares
Bob captures will be more than half of the occupied squares, giving Bob
the win.
— If Alice’s sixth move was to the left (only one square, since th at’s her only
option in that direction), then after Bob goes up to (1,1) on his sixth turn
and Alice moves up to ( 1 , k + 1 ) on her seventh, Bob’s seventh move will
be right a single square to ( 1 , 2 ). If Alice then goes left on her eighth turn,
however far left she goes, she won’t be able to stop Bob from going down
two squares. That would give Bob a total of n + 7 squares while Alice
would get at most 3k — 1 = n + 1 squares - a win for Bob. On the other
hand, if Alice goes right on her eighth turn, Bob will be able to take all of
the remaining squares in columns 2 through k — 3 plus squares (1, k — 2),
(1 , k — 1 ) and (1 , fc)2 for a total of 2n — 3 squares. Since, as previously
discussed, there will be at least 7 empty squares on the right side of the
bottom row in the final position of the game, Bob will have captured more
than half of the occupied squares and will, therefore, win.
2He can do this in basically the same way as described in footnote 1, the only changes being that
he has already moved to (1,2) and that he will not be able to capture (1, k + 1) and (2, k + 1), which
Alice has already taken.
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• If Alice moves left just one square on her second turn, then Bob will go left two
squares to (3, n —2 ). The play after that will be similar to what we have seen in
previous cases when Alice’s third move is up or to the left or if she goes down
two squares. If Alice goes up on her third turn, Bob will go all the way left to
(3, 1 ) and win 2n to (at most) 2n —4 (since n > 10 , k > 4, so Alice will be no
further left than the third column after her second move). If Alice, instead, goes
left again on her third turn, then Bob will move to his left as far as necessary
to revert to a previously discussed position. (Note that n — 2 > k + 3 = —^
for n > 10 , so Bob will be able to move left as needed.) And if Alice goes down
two squares on her third turn, Bob can go left to (3, k + 1 ) and win by taking
his usual rectangle, since Alice will have cut herself off from too many squares.
But Bob’s strategy looks a bit different when Alice goes down just one square
on her third turn. In that case, Bob will go up two squares on his third turn.
(See Figure A. 13 for the resulting position on a 4 x 10 grid.) Now Alice has
three basic options for her fourth turn, she can go left, right, or down.
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Figure A.13: The position on a 4 x 10 board if Alice starts in (2, k) for k —
= 4, goes left one
square on her second turn, down one her third, and Bob responds as described.

If Alice goes left on her fourth turn, then she will be unable to stop Bob from
playing left to (1 ,k + 1) on his fourth turn, then down to (4,k + 1) on his
fifth and, ultimately, snaking his way through all of the remaining squares
in columns k + 2 through n except for the four squares ((l,n — 1), (l,n),
(2, n — 1), and (2, n)) which are no longer accessible.3 This will give Bob a
total of 4(n —k) —4 = 4 (^ j^ ) —4 = 2n —6 +
> 2n squares which, with at
least four squares remaining empty at the end of the game, will be more than
half of the occupied squares - a win for Bob.
On the other hand, if Alice goes right on her fourth turn, then she will be
unable to stop Bob from playing left to (1, k —2) on his fourth turn, then down
to (4, k —2) on his fifth and ultimately taking all of the squares in columns
1 through k — 3 as well. This will give Bob a total of n + 2 + 3(k — 2) =
n —4 +
= 2n — 2 squares. Since the four squares in the top right corner
will again remain unoccupied, Alice would have to capture all of the other
squares on the board to salvage a tie. But both (4, k) and (4, n) are dead ends
and she will be able to take at most one of them. Thus Bob will win with 2n —2
squares to at most 2n —3 for Alice.
3The pattern through which he can capture the remaining squares is quite similar to (though
upside down and obviously with different numbered squares) the one mentioned in footnote 1. As
such, we will not explicitly detail the path here.
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Finally, if Alice goes down on her fourth turn, Bob can again go to (1, k + 1 )
on his fourth turn. We have already seen that she cannot afford to let him go
down to (4, k + 1) on his fifth turn, since he would then be able to capture at
least 2n squares and win. So Alice must now go right at least two squares on
her fifth turn. But in doing so, she creates a dead end at (3, k). So while Bob,
as above, will go left to (1, k —2), down to (4, k —2) and take all the squares
from the left-most k —3 columns for a total of 2n —2 squares, Alice will again
be able to take at most 2n —3 squares and Bob will win.
Thus we have shown that, for even n, when Alice starts in (2 , k) of a 4 x n board
with max{2, | } < A : < ^ + 1, Bob will win.
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A ppendix B
Tronmax on a Cylinder
In order to consider a grid on a surface other than the plane, we “identify” or “glue”
the edges of the board as appropriate to the desired surface. For a cylinder, we glue
the left and right edges of the board so that, if the grid is m rows by n columns, a
square in column n is adjacent to (more precisely, it is immediately to the left of) the
square in the same row in column 1. In diagrams, we will indicate these gluings by
placing arrows next to the edges of the board that are to be glued (as in Figure B.l).
It is important to note that an m x n cylinder is not the same as an n x m cylinder
except when m = n. As such, we will not generally assume that m < n the way we
did in the plane.

Figure B.l: A 5 x 8 cylinder

The rules for Tronmax on a cylinder are the same as those in the plane: each
player chooses a starting square (with Alice choosing first), then the players take
turns (again, with Alice going first) with each player choosing a direction (left, right,
up or down) and moving as far as he or she can in that direction (i.e., until he or she
reaches a square that has already been occupied or an edge of the board). A player
must actually move if he or she can - if one or more directions are blocked but at
least one remains open, the player must move in that open direction.
A couple of differences from Tronmax in the plane are readily apparent. In the
plane, a player on any edge of the board would have at most three possible moves
(two if he or she was in a corner). On the cylinder, that is still true for a player in
the top or bottom row, but the left-most and right-most columns of a drawing of the
cylinder are not true edges - on an empty board, a player in one of these columns
could move either right or left unimpeded. Similarly, a player in the middle of an
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empty board who moved left or right would not be stopped by the edge of the board
as he would be in the plane, but would, instead, come all the way back around to the
square next to the one in which he started.
As a result of this, while the row Alice chooses for her starting square matters,
the exact square in that row doesn’t. Thus, for consistency, we will (without loss of
generality) always place Alice’s starting sqare as the left-most square of a row in our
diagrams. But which row should she start in?
Lem m a B.0.11. Alice will lose if she doesn’t start in a middle-most row on an m x n
board.
Proof. Suppose Alice starts in a non-middle row. By symmetry, we may assume
without loss of generality that Alice’s starting square is in a row in the top half of
the cylinder. If Bob chooses his starting square to be directly below Alice’s, then
whatever Alice’s second move is, Bob can play to the right (or left), ending up in the
square immediately next to his starting square. This will take up the entire row and,
thus, cut Alice off from any row below the row in which she started.
On subsequent turns, Bob can go down and, by spiralling, take every square below
his original row. Since Bob was no lower than the middle row if m odd or the upper
of the two middle rows if m even, this gives him at least
which is more than
half of the total mn squares.
□
Thus, from here forward we may assume that Alice starts in a middle-most row.
But (as we have seen in other variations), starting in a middle-most row certainly
does not guarantee Alice a win. For instance, precisely the same set of moves Bob
used to win if Alice played in a non-middle row will guarantee Bob a tie if Alice plays
in the upper of the two middle-most rows when m is even.
Lem m a B.0.12. On an m x n board, Bob can force a tie if either m or n is even.
Proof. If m is even, we assume without loss of generality that Alice plays in the upper
of the two middle-most rows. By starting directly beneath her, Bob can ensure that
he can take all of the lower middle-most row and everything below it by playing a
prevously described. Since that is half the board, the result is at least a tie for Bob.
If m is odd but n is even, we asume that Alice plays in the middle-most row.
Since n is even, there exists a square in the middle-most row such that the distance
between that square and Alice’s starting square is the same to the left as to the right.
Bob will choose this as his starting square.
If Alice moves horizontally on her second turn, then Bob will do the same on his,
thus filling the entire middle-most row. On her third turn, then, Alice must go either
up or down and will then be cut off from the squares in, respectively, the lower or
upper half of the cylinder. Whichever way Alice chooses, Bob will go in the opposite
direction. On subsequent turns, each player will sprial in to take all the remaining
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squares on his or her side of the middle-most row. Since m is odd, the number of
squares on one side of the middle-most row is equal to that on the other side and
since each player took the same number of squares within the middle-most row, the
result is a tie.
On the other hand, if Alice moves vertically on her second turn and Bob moves in
the same direction (we will assume, without loss of generality, that they each go up),
then if n = 2 , both players will be trapped having taken the same number of squares.
If n 7^ 2, the next two turns for each player are forced: each will move the same
number of squares horizontally (Alice will have a choice of left or right, but these are
equivalent due to symmetry) and then back in the opposite vertical direction over
the full height of the cylinder. This leaves them in a position like the one pictured in
Figure B.2 :
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Figure B.2: The position on a 5 x 8 cylinder when Bob starts halfway along the middle row from
Alice after Alice and Bob each go up on their second turns and make their respective third and
fourth moves.

Since each player’s fourth move was from the top row of the cylinder to the bottom
row, they have divided the cylinder into two identical pieces. On her fifth move, Alice
will move horizontally into one of these pieces, cutting off her access to the other one.
Bob will (in fact, must) copy her and “choose” the other piece. Then, by symmetry,
any move Alice can make, Bob can copy. So if both players play rationally, the result
will be a tie.
□
While this shows that Bob can get a tie when either dimension is even, it doesn’t
tell us whether he’d want to (i.e., it doesn’t tell us whether Bob can ever win when
one of the dimensions is even). And, of course, this doesn’t give us any information as
to what happens when m and n are both odd. But it does mean that Bob will either
win or tie a game of Tronmax for any m x n grid on a cylinder where either dimension
is even, whereas for Tronmax in the plane and Tronoo in the plane we required both m
and n to be even to prove a similar result.
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